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EDITOR’S LETTER
There are many things that I strive for in life - to be a good person, 
to love my family fiercely, and to make a change in the world - even 
a small one.  The latter is what I want to do with Holl & Lane, make 
a change in the world of women.  I want to be the magazine that 
you go to when you need support and a healthy dose of reality.  

At Holl & Lane we are consistently striving to be the magazine 
that we want to see in the world.  We are striving to be more 
honest media.  We are striving to be the magazine that is made 
specifically for everyday women.  

How do we do that?  We continue to tell your stories, the big ones 
and the small ones.  We celebrate your vulnerability and your truth.  
We open our pages to your life.  After all, that’s at the heart of 
everything we do.

This bonus issue comes at a time where a shift is happening within 
us.  A shift to head to our roots, to show you who we really are, 
to fulfill the H&L destiny.  We are a magazine about stories, and 
that’s what you’ll see throughout this issue.  Your stories.  Some 
you may have seen before, many you haven’t.  But they all have one 
common thread.  They’re inspiring in their strength.  And that is 
to be commended.

Sarah Hartley
Editor In Chief
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Join The Community
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CHANGING
F R I E N D S H I P S

WORDS & IMAGES BY LIZ HUNTER

http://twitter.com/lizhun83
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SOME DAYS I LONG to be in the company of 
my friends, to slip into that comfortable rhythm of 
conversation, that familiarity and realness only felt 
when with those who have known you for years. I 
mean, of course we have “friends” we see every 
day. Friends at work, friends we’ve made through 
our children, but even then there’s a bit of a sense 
of playing a part with them. You wouldn’t tell them 
your most embarrassing moment, or confess a dirty 
dream to them. For those times, nothing compares to 
an old friend.

 You know who she is. That friend who 
knew you when you were still stupid enough to 
smoke cigarettes, when you wore the wrong shade 
of makeup, or when you gained that freshman 15 
(and then some). And she was still friends with you 
despite all these things. 

 I’m lucky enough to have not just one, but 
several of these old friends, particularly my college 
girlfriends. We met in our sorority. Whatever people 
think of them, for me, I’m not even sure I would have 
made friends otherwise. Suddenly I had more friends 
than ever and I’ll never have that many friends again 
(no matter what my Facebook account says). 

 For four years I bonded and shared 
experiences with girls who were trying to figure out 
how to be women. We took classes together, went for 
coffee, talked about boys, cried about boys, danced 
off the bad days, drank cheap wine, borrowed clothes, 
and made each other laugh. Every day we saw each 
other, in-person, and it was effortless.

 Fast forward 10 years and real life is in 
overdrive. Friendships aren’t simple. They are work. 
I’ve already got housework, mom-work, wife-work, 
and work-work to do; where does friend-work fit into 
the picture, and why are we so willing to let those 
friendships slip further down the list of priorities 
with each passing year?

 My closest friends and I thought we could 
beat the odds. After graduation, seven of us pledged 
to do whatever it took to stick together and stay in 
touch. There were football tailgates, concerts, and 

then a long string of engagements, which led to showers, 
bachelorettes, and weddings. Organized events that made 
catching up in-person every other month or so easy. We 
even started an online book club since a love of reading was 
something we all shared, even though we spent less time 
talking about the books and more time talking about life. We 
never lost a step. 

 As all of our 30th birthdays approached, we decided 
to celebrate with a group vacation, somewhere warm with 
unlimited drinks and food. Cancun sounded perfect. But 
just as the plans were being settled, one friend announced 
her pregnancy, and understandably backed out, and one of 
the group’s newlyweds had a previously arranged trip with 
her husband that created a conflict. 

 The remaining five still went on that trip, but it was 
weird not having everyone there. After sharing so many life 
experiences together, two of us were missing out on this 
unforgettable vacation. I still look at pictures of that long 
weekend and wish those faces weren’t absent.

 That may have been the year things started to shift. 
I can’t pinpoint the exact moment and I’m not even sure 
if everyone noticed, but our get-togethers happened less 
frequently and when they did happen, they felt forced. Group 
emails were sent out attempting to plan something, anything. 
Can we do dinner? How about brunch? What weekend? Is it 
kid-friendly? Are husbands invited? Sometimes not everyone 
replied and more often than not, the plans just never took 
shape.

 Three years have passed since our “Dirty Thirty” 
trip and there are a few more babies in the group, including 
my own, and I speak to my friends less and less, rarely over 
the phone and almost never face-to-face.

 My closest friend in the group is actually the most 
distant. She lives 3,000 miles away in Los Angeles. Our main 
form of communication: Google Hangouts. Our jobs have 
us sitting in front of a computer daily, so it’s easy enough to 
open up a chat window and catch up on life. We used to send 
each other emails. Long emails full of details about what we 
were watching, reading, eating, wearing, and working on. 
Then it just became too much to even take 20 minutes to do 
that, so now it’s a “Hey, how was your weekend?” chat that 
can last all day, replying here and there, complaining about 
work or our significant others, and chatting about nonsense 
stuff like wanting to buy new shoes or how good a glass of 
wine would be right now. Sometimes I don’t get a reply from 
her for an hour or more, and that’s OK because she’s working, 
and she knows the same about me. Somehow, this electronic 
friendship works for us.

 As for some of the others in the group, I could try 
harder to keep in touch.   ›
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 There’s one friend in the group who had a baby 
nine months ago. I sent a text. A text! Then I texted saying 
I would call, and I never called. Why haven’t I called? I 
think about her and I see her posts on Facebook and I 
‘like’ them and I comment how fast her son is growing, 
but I have not called and spoken to this woman who I’ve 
known for 14 years just to be there for her to verbally 
vomit anything on her mind and listen to her, and talk to 
her. I’m ashamed. Is this friendship?

 I can easily make excuses. I work full-time, pick 
up my 2-year-old from daycare, get home by 6 (depending 
on traffic), change, workout if I’m lucky, eat, play with 
my daughter, color, read, bathe and put her to bed—all 
with the help of an incredibly supportive husband—then 
maybe I do dishes, pack tomorrow’s lunch, watch a little 
MSNBC and it’s lights out. Where does a phone call to a 
friend fit into that?

 It could fit. It should fit. It’s worth fitting. 
Especially now when life hits us with new challenges 
on the daily, like dealing with a toddler who won’t eat 
anything but bananas for dinner or not getting that 
promotion at work. Some days you’re just trying to keep 
your head above water getting everything done and you 
think, if only those old friends were here right now? They 
would know just the thing to say to make me feel better. 
They would know the perfect snack to make. They would 
know the perfect movie to pop in and forget about life for 

awhile. But they’re in their own world, too. Raising their 
kids, working long hours. Maybe they wish I would call 
them tonight?

 But I probably won’t. And that might make me 
sound horrible or call into question if these friendships 
are worth keeping. To me, these ones are. It’s never going 
to be like college again. We’re never going to be sitting 
at a diner at 3 a.m. re-hashing the night’s best pickup 
lines--and if we are, man, that’s got to be a good story. 
Like anything else in life, friendships change. If we want 
them to survive we have to evolve and adapt, but there’s 
no changing the fact that we care deeply for each other. 
Despite our lulls in communication, when we do all end 
up at the same place at the same time it’s like looking in 
the mirror. 

 After all, I am nobody without my friends. I 
wouldn’t recognize myself without them in my life. I’m 
the wife I am because their relationships influenced 
mine. I’m the mother I am because their experience 
informed my own parenting. When I think about being 
an example to my daughter I hope I’m able to show her 
how to be a good friend, even though it may not look like 
it right now. But one day life will settle down. The kids 
will be out of the house, work won’t be as crazy and you’ll 
find yourself with time on your hands and you’ll reach 
for the phone and make that long overdue call.  &
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WORDS & IMAGES BY HEATHER WILSON

MULTIPLESMULTIPLES
PARENTHOOD IS TOUGH.  BUT WHAT HAPPENS WHEN YOU FIND 

YOURSELF PREGNANT WITH TWINS AND ALSO HAVE A TODDLER?  
HEATHER LEARNED TO NAVIGATE THE WORLD OF MULTIPLES WITH 
THE BIRTH OF HER SONS WHILE RAISING A DAUGHTER.  AND WITH 
THREE UNDER THREE, HEATHER BEST DESCRIBES HER WORLD AS 

“EXPONENTIAL”.

https://instagram.com/twinshenanigans
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EVERY MOM KNOWS that her little indulgences come 
at a price. How many times have you taken your time in 
the shower only to discover a disaster when you came out 
of the bathroom? I’m sure you’ve seen the YouTube video 
of the kids who covered the entire living room in flour 
while their mother used the bathroom. Kids seem to wait 
for the right moment to strike. Well, one morning, I was 
indulging in my own little escape to Storybook, thanks 
to Hulu. I heard laughter and assumed all was well. Noise 
is good; it’s the silent moments that lead us to fearfully 
wonder what is going on in the other room. But as the 
story unfolded on screen, once upon a time, another 
story was developing in the bathroom down the hall, and 
the laughter was getting louder… exponentially louder.

 Everything about my life during the past four 
years could be perfectly described as exponential. When 
I was first pregnant with the boys, I was exponentially 
exhausted. My midsection expanded so quickly, I looked 
full term at just 26 weeks. I can’t even tell you how many 
times I would hear, “any day now?” followed by their 
shocked and pitied expression when I told them when 
I was due. There were more ultrasounds, more frequent 
checkups, bigger aches and pains, higher numbers on the 
scale, and much larger maternity clothes hanging in my 
closet. Near the end of my pregnancy with the twins, I 
remember sitting in my OB’s office and talking over labor 
and delivery. He asked me if I had any help arranged 
for after the babies were born. “Not much,” I replied. 
He looked at me, concerned, and said, “You do realize, 
having two babies will not just be double the work; it 

will be exponential.” Most people do assume that twins 
are double the work, but my doctor was right. Twins are 
nothing short of exponentially more of everything! 

 October 11th was the day our lives changed 
forever. I was induced on a Monday morning after 
spending the whole weekend walking around, hoping 
to go into labor naturally. I was 39 weeks pregnant 
exactly, which surprised everyone since the average twin 
pregnancy lasts about 35 weeks. I delivered in the O.R. 
just in case we needed to do a cesarean. As it turns out, 
I was able to deliver both of them vaginally. James was 
born first and Luke was born just 21 minutes after. They 
were so tiny! They weighed 6 lbs 7 oz and 5 lbs 11oz, 
respectively. James sounded like a little baby goat when 
he first cried!

 Life with newborn twins was so exhausting. I 
felt like I was going crazy! The sleep deprivation caused 
more than one mishap. One night, one of the boys was 
crying, so I scooped him up and nursed him in bed. He 
fell back asleep so I put him back in the co-sleeper next 
to his brother. About 20 minutes later, in a fog, I heard 
crying again. So I blindly scooped up a baby and latched 
him on. About 20 minutes after putting him back in the 
co-sleeper, I heard more crying. Out of exasperation I 
cried, “didn’t I already feed you?” Then it dawned on me, 
I had just nursed the same baby twice, and it was the 
hungry one that was now crying. It’s a miracle we made 
it through those nights.  ›
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 Sometimes I wonder how I ever got through 
that first year. Most days, I just didn’t think about it; I 
was on auto-pilot. With three under three, I didn’t have 
time to think about how hard it was, I just did it. It’s only 
in retrospect that I can really grasp how challenging it 
was.  There were times when the crying really got to me, 
to the point where I would startle in the middle of the 
night, thinking I heard a crying baby, but they were both 
asleep. Oh the crying! I often described it to friends as a 
cacophony of sound! One time, my two-year-old Grace 
declared, “I can’t talk! It’s too loud in here.” We were all 
a little overwhelmed. To cope, I would often just throw 
them all in the van and drive around endlessly, because it 
was the only escape.

 One thing is for sure, I could not have survived 
the first year without the help of my husband. He took 
over the cooking, cleaning, laundry and everything in 
between. He took care of Grace during the night when 
I was constantly tending to the boys. I wish I could say 
that we had a lot of other regular help, but it was hard 
to come by. It’s also hard to ask for when you know how 
much work it will be. 

 The second year of the twins’ life was the hardest. 
As the boys got older, it became even harder to find 
help. Any interest people had in helping while they were 
sweet little infants seemed to wane as the boys entered 
toddlerhood and their independence and needs grew. We 
also moved out of our small 2 bedroom home into an old 
farm house in town that needed a ton of work. All the 
while, the kids kept getting sick, passing various illnesses 
back and forth, and landing us in the hospital twice in a 
five month period.

 In the midst of all the difficulty, however, there 
was grace, and there still is. As exponential as the hard 
parts of raising twins are, so are the good parts. A twin 

mama is never lacking hugs and kisses. Morning and 
post-nap cuddles are my favorite quiet moments with 
the boys. I love the stillness, the sleepy hugs and time to 
reflect and appreciate all that they are. They fill my arms 
at night while I sing their favorite bedtime song, Twinkle 
Twinkle, which they affectionately refer to as “mommy 
star” because they want me to sing it to them. And as 
overwhelming as the crying might be, hearing all the 
laughter is equally heartwarming, healing my weariness. 
When they laugh together, it is impossibly cute, and they 
can get each other laughing harder than anyone else can. 
Watching them play together nicely or show compassion 
to each other when one is hurting is enough to make me 
forget the bickering and tantrums, at least momentarily.

 Which brings me back to my story: as I made my 
way towards the laughter coming from the bathroom, I 
truly wanted to believe it was that healing kind of laughter, 
completely innocent and non-destructive. I could 
hear splashing as I walked around the corner into the 
bathroom. My two beautiful boys had armfuls of towels, 
shirts and at least a few pairs of underwear, completely 
soaked in toilet water. They were carrying these sopping 
piles of wet, disgusting clothing and plopping them into 
the bathtub, only to return them back to the toilet, and 
into the bathtub again. All the while, they were laughing 
hysterically and creating a huge puddle of toilet water 
on the floor. What a mess! I’m sure it won’t be the last. 
As I look toward the future with these silly boys, I try to 
imagine what it will be like to teach two teenagers how 
to drive, send two of my children off to college the same 
year, or suddenly find myself an empty nester as they 
become adults and start their own families. It’s hard to 
picture, but one thing I know, even when my arms are 
no longer full, my heart will remain overflowing… and 
I’ll be able to watch my favorite show without worrying 
about a bathroom disaster.   &
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WORDS & IMAGES BY ANNA KING

P E O P L E

H O P E

http://www.peoplehope.org/
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ALLOW ME TO WRITE the most bizarre, surreal sentence: I 
founded a nonprofit organization called People Hope when I was 
twenty-four years old. Maybe for some women this would be a total 
girl-power “boss move,” or even a seemingly suitable life decision. 
But I wasn’t the girl who grew up dreaming of the day I would start 
my own business. For me it was only through a very personal, and 
truthfully, very painful experience that lead me to the launch of a 
business that has profoundly changed my life.

 At a healthy twenty years old I went to bed one night, and 
woke up very sick. The first few years were the hardest, but worse 
than all of my symptoms was the isolation, the lack of understanding 
from my community, and the complete void of resources tailored to 
someone in my situation. I didn’t fit in, and I didn’t know anyone 
else like me. Suddenly I was living the nightmare known as “chronic 
illness.” 

 After a few years of doctors offices, discouragement, and 
a little of my own research, I discovered that more than one in 
every five people worldwide are living with chronic illness. Even 
more shocking? The fact that those statistics didn’t represent me 
or the thousands like me who haven’t yet been diagnosed! Not only 
was I not alone, I was faced with the reality that the resources I 
desperately needed didn’t exist for any of us.

 So the abbreviated version of my next few months is that I 
founded People Hope, and set out to create the very thing that was 
missing — a place dedicated to reaching the global chronically ill 
community, regardless of diagnosis, with authentic, life-changing 
hope. People Hope was born out of need and passion and a mission 
to reach hurting hearts all over the world. And it’s been a whirlwind 
ever since.   ›
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 This is where I’d like to say that I got well, and that People Hope has 
been nothing but smooth sailing, but that’s also not how this story goes. My 
reality is that I’m still daily battling my own chronic illness, and the road to 
build a successful nonprofit has been a slow climb, a lot of work, and a trudge 
to fundraise for every last dollar. 

 Today People Hope is being established as a Web-based organization, 
daily reaching its global community. As a people-centric, story-driven 
company, we’re passionate about sharing the bold, courageous stories of men 
and women who are daily walking the ups and downs of chronic illness. 

 We believe in the power of something called a “me too” moment. 
These are moments when you hear someone’s story and experience that instant 
connection where you can finally say “me too,” realizing that you’re not alone. 
There is immense power in that moment. That moment changes lives every 
time. By simply creating a space where those moments can happen through 
sharing stories and celebrating hope, People Hope is seeing life-change in its 
global audience every single day.

 It’s not about the details of one specific disease versus another; it’s 
not about the specifics of what lab tests or exploratory procedures a person 
has gone through. It’s about the tension between suffering and hope and 
perseverance and character and purpose. Pain understands pain, and being 
profoundly understood after years of isolation is no small thing. So simply by 
building a community, giving a voice to hope, and focusing on the facets that 
all chronic illness warriors share in common, we are watching hope take the 
place of despair.   ›
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 Only one month after founding People Hope, I 
launched our social media accounts, and @peoplehopeorg 
on Instagram became an instant hit. To say that I’ve been 
overwhelmed by its success is a major understatement. 
We’re reaching thousands of people everyday, we’ve built 
and grown a genuinely engaged community of followers 
(which we affectionately refer to as the People Hope 
Tribe), and we’ve curated a #PeopleHopeTribe hashtag 
album with thousands of contributions from people all 
over the world who are sick as well as those who are simply 
passionate about our mission. But even more surprising 
than the quantity of followers or the number of posts in 
our hashtag is the connectivity of our Tribe. Never before 
have I seen a more genuinely engaged community grow 
and thrive through social media. But when we launched, 
there was such a sense from our followers of, “we’ve been 
waiting for something like People Hope to exist,” that our 
growth has been completely natural and organic.

 As someone who personally battles chronic 
illness, I’m just thrilled to get to be in the People Hope 
Tribe like anyone else. I’ve had the opportunity to 
connect with people all over the world who are going 
through the same things as me, who pray for me daily, 
encourage me, and who genuinely care about my 
wellbeing. That’s invaluable to me. That’s hope! And 
even many of my friends who are healthy and don’t have 
a personal connection to chronic illness have enjoyed 

joining in the People Hope Tribe and championing its 
mission. It inspires them to see this global community 
coming together to daily choose hope, even when it feels 
like the most unnatural thing to do.

 There’s nothing “normal” about People Hope. 
In fact, there’s nothing “normal” about the concept of 
intentionally choosing to hope in the face of your worst 
personal storm. One thing we like to say is, “Define your 
darkest day as your finest hour.™” That means that even 
on your worst day, through your most challenging storm, 
you can dig in your heels and resolve to live a life of 
dignity and purpose against all odds. You can hold your 
head up high, and you can stand in confidence, knowing 
that you’re in great company with thousands of men and 
women who are doing the same. No, it’s not “normal,” but 
no matter what you’re facing today, I believe that hope 
can change your life. I’m over five years deep in my own 
chronic illness, and I can firmly say that this hope does 
not disappoint.

 I want to personally invite you to be a part of 
everything we’re doing! Visit our website, peoplehope.
org, follow us all over social media @peoplehopeorg, and 
join our Tribe by using #peoplehopetribe on all of your 
posts! Hope is for you, friend, and People Hope is for 
you.  &
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IN THE EARLY MORNING hours of 
November 30, 2014 our biggest fear 
surfaced at full speed. We were now 
living our greatest nightmare. 

 Shaun had been out that 
night for his 10 year high school 
class reunion. He had had an 
amazing time: he gave a toast to 
his class, organized the class photo, 
gave out hugs in abundance, told his 
classmates that he loved them and 
was so happy they came – something 
that wasn’t unusual for him to do 
during a night out. On the outside 
he looked beyond happy. He made 
sure everyone else was having a 
phenomenal time. 

 Shortly after the evening 
ended, Shaun’s extreme high crashed 
to an extreme low and he attempted 
suicide after arriving home. In a 
matter of minutes our lives became 
forever changed. Shaun was air 
lifted to Toledo Hospital where 
he remained in a coma and on life 
support until the early evening of 
December 2, 2014. 

 Shaun had battled depression 
since a young age, something only 

those closest to him were aware of. 
Outwardly, he appeared as one of the 
happiest, fun loving and adventurous 
people who had a zest for life. He 
spoke to only a few about previous 
thoughts of taking his life and it was 
a fear that still lived in the pits of our 
stomachs, even when he seemed to 
be doing better. He described The 
Darkness he felt as “the monster that 
lives inside me”. 

 Over the course of 
several years, Shaun was on and 
off medication to help with his 
depression, underwent a brief stint 
of counseling and was hospitalized 
once. He did not care for any of those 
forms of treatment; to him, the gym 
and riding his quad was therapy, as 
that is what made him feel his best. 
Loved ones encouraged him, at 
times even pleaded with him, to seek 
appropriate help. At the time of his 
death, Shaun’s depression was not 
being treated.  

 Shaun had the biggest heart 
of anyone that we know. To know 
him was to love him, and he touched 
all of our lives in ways beyond 
description. Shaun would give a 
stranger the shirt off of his back; he 
was the smile in the room, the one 
who made you laugh when you were 
down and the person who was always 
checking on everyone else to make 
sure they were ok. He was a jokester 
as well as a confidant; yet Shaun 
carried the weight of the world on his 
broad shoulders. He was a beloved 
son, brother, boyfriend, grandson, 
nephew, cousin, uncle, and friend.   
› 

Making Strides For Shaun

In November 2014, 
the unimaginable 

happened and 
a beloved son, 
brother, cousin, 

and friend took his 
own life.  Instead 
of letting this ruin 
their own lives, his 
friends and family 

are helping to 
prevent this tragedy 

from striking 
another.

WORDS & IMAGES 
BY MEG MCLEMORE

https://www.facebook.com/StridesforShaun
https://www.facebook.com/StridesforShaun
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SUICIDE STATISTICS

• Suicide is the 10th leading cause of death 
in the US for all ages. (CDC)

• Every day, approximately 105 Americans 
die by suicide. (CDC) 

• There is one death by suicide in the US 
every 13 minutes. (CDC)

• Depression affects 20-25% of Americans 
ages 18+ in a given year. (CDC)

• Suicide takes the lives of over 38,000 
Americans every year. (CDC)

• Only half of all Americans experiencing 
an episode of major depression receive 
treatment. (NAMI)

• Suicide among males is 4x’s higher than 
among females. Male deaths represent 
79% of all US suicides. (CDC)

• Females are more likely than males to have 
had suicidal thoughts. (CDC)

• Females experience depression at roughly 
2x’s the rate of men.(SMH)

• Females attempt suicide 3x’s as often as 
males. (CDC)

If you, or someone you know, are having 
thoughts of suicide, please call the National 
Suicide Prevention Hotline at 1-800-273-8255. 

Shaun’s suicide was devastating and heartbreaking beyond 
measure. It caused a pain that until you have experienced it, you 
can not fully understand how hard it is to face the never ending 
grief that comes from losing someone by their own choice. 
You spend every day wondering what you could have done 
differently to change the outcome, to avoid the heartache, and 
to evade the pain. Your grief is overwhelming most days, and 
you look to channel your energy into something, anything, to 
get you through the toughest ones. For us, it was Making Strides. 

 Almost immediately after losing Shaun, Jen, his sister, 
and I began discussing an event to be held in memory of him. 
Shortly thereafter, Jen was contacted by Lenawee Community 
Mental Health about the possibility of her organizing a walk 
for suicide awareness here in Lenawee County. As the pieces 
seemed to fall perfectly into place, we began working with a small 
committee, to whom we are so absolutely grateful for, to form 
Making Strides: a community walk focused on the awareness 
and prevention of suicide. This was our way to share Shaun’s 
story with the world, and it was our chance to break down the 
stigma attached to depression, to spread Suicide Awareness, and 
to ultimately prevent the loss of another life. 

 The journey that we have taken during the course 
of planning this event has been nothing short of incredible. 
As a result of the stigma that is attached to depression and 
suicide, it is not a topic readily discussed. By shedding light 
(or ‘shaunshine’ as we like to call it) on such a dark subject, 
we have created an intimate place for grieving families to share 
their personal stories. We have been blessed to have met and 
connected with some amazing people who, like ourselves, have 
recently lost a loved one to suicide. At our inaugural event this 
past September, we saw over 250 people from all walks of life, 
come together in memory of their loved ones lost and in honor 
of those still struggling daily with their depression. We had 
received countless emails and Facebook messages from those in 
our community that wanted to share their own experiences with 
us, and I cannot begin to describe how honored we were to be 
entrusted with their words. 

 To date, Shaun’s Story has been shared with over 11,000 
people on social media. Much like the story of Pandora’s Box, 
Shaun’s is one that is full of sadness, pain, and suffering; It is 
also one that is filled with hope. Our hope for Making Strides, 
is to grow this event and hold it annually in our community, 
with the immediate goal being to use the funds raised towards 
a support group for families that have lost someone to suicide 
right here in Lenawee County.  Our hope for our community, 
is that by bringing awareness to suicide and depression, we will 
save another family from experiencing the pain of losing a loved 
one to something that is completely preventable.  And our hope 
for those struggling, is that by reading Shaun’s Story, and those 
we have also shared on our Facebook, they are able to recognize 
that they are not alone in their struggles and are able to seek 
help. That in the midst of their own pain and suffering, they too, 
find hope.  &
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I AM A MOM on a mission to spread the word. Through 
our journey, I have found what I was meant to do: educate 
others, inspire and never give up. Lyme disease awareness 
has become crucial to me as my husband and I are the 
parents of two children who both have tick-borne illnesses.

 My 12-year-old daughter was diagnosed Center for 
Disease Control (CDC)-positive for Lyme disease in April 
2014. My 18-year-old son was diagnosed with Babesia, a 
co-infection of Lyme disease, in April 2015. Both of these 
illnesses are caused by a tick bite. As a result, I have become 
an advocate for my children and for others who suffer from 
these diseases.

 It all started when my daughter, who was four and 
a half at the time, told me that her back was hurting. As 
time went on, she started to complain that her neck hurt 
and she felt tingly feelings on her arms and legs, like lady 
bugs were crawling on her. She had trouble bending over 
and could only reach as far as her knees.

 Symptoms continued and when she was in fourth 
grade, her knees hurt so much that she was no longer able 
to participate in sports. She loved playing soccer, but she 
was unable to play the last game of a tournament because 
of her pain. It was devastating for her. The pain became 
so unbearable that she was unable to participate in school 
recess. 

 I promised her that I would never give up trying to 
find out what was causing her so much pain. There had to 
be a reason. I wasn’t going to stop until we had an answer. I 
knew I needed to listen to my “mother’s intuition” because 
it kept telling me that something wasn’t right.   ›

HOW LYME DISEASE 

HAS AFFECTED MY CHILDREN

WORDS BY NICOLE NYSVEN
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 For over 5 years, we had scores of doctor’s 
appointments, volumes of blood work, MRI’s, CAT 
scans and specialist after specialist, including a team of 
physicians at a children’s hospital in a major California 
university. We were told that they couldn’t find anything 
wrong with her other than a vague diagnosis of reactive 
arthritis. They said she would have to learn pain 
management and live with the pain for the rest of her life. 

 Then I took her to a naturopathic doctor who 
ran more extensive lab tests. When they came back, they 
showed CDC-positive for Lyme disease. We finally had 
our answer. 

 She is now on a treatment plan, but her symptoms 
have worsened. She deals with short term memory loss, 
extreme insomnia, dizziness, chronic fatigue, cognitive 
issues, nausea, hot/cold flashes, air hunger (respiratory 
distress), brain fog, and depression. She now has a port 
that was surgically placed in her chest to allow her to 
receive IV treatments. We go day by day and symptoms 
change day by day. She went from a highly active child 
who participated in sports and had lots of friends to a 
pretty sedentary lifestyle. We continue to stay hopeful 
and positive, though.

 Looking back, I now believe my son contracted 
Babesia around the same time that my daughter 
contracted Lyme. With all that I have learned about the 
disease this past couple of years, I realize that he had 
symptoms all along but was still able to function in ways 
that masked them. The symptoms were subtle enough at 
first that things seemed normal to him. His insomnia, 
stomach pain, migraines and random extremity pain 
were everyday life to him.

 At the beginning of his junior year of high 
school, things got worse which led him to miss more and 
more school. He was having frequent migraines, extreme 
insomnia, air hunger, rib pain, light-headedness and 
severe stomach pain which are all symptoms of Babesia. 
He ended up on home instruction the last few months of 
his junior year of high school.

 My son had been an avid, dedicated and 
disciplined soccer player since elementary school and 
played the club scene along with playing varsity soccer 
since his freshman year. Because of his health, he was 
not able to play soccer his senior year and it appears 
that he won’t play in college either. He was good enough 
that there was a realistic hope that he could have been 
awarded a college scholarship. In addition, missing so 
much school due to health issues led us to switching him 
to an independent charter school.

 I didn’t want to wait 5 more years to get a 

definite diagnosis, so I took him to rule out Lyme and 
co-infections, even though I was sure he had it. Sure 
enough, his tests came back positive for Babesia.

 Overall, I did a massive amount of research, 
not only to educate myself but also family and friends. I 
wanted them to understand the severity of these diseases.

 During my Lyme searches I realized I needed 
to spread awareness here on the Central coast. I came 
across a group on Facebook called the Lyme Disease 
Challenge. Five women who all have Lyme put together 
a grassroots campaign similar to the ALS Ice Bucket 
Challenge. It kicks off during the month of May because 
May is Lyme Awareness Month. During that first year 
I participated in the challenge I was able to get family 
and friends to participate, and many public figures such 
as actors, musicians, news anchors, and reality cast 
members. I decided to reach out to my local news station 
and a local magazine to see if they would like to share 
our story and to help spread awareness. KSBY, our local 
news station, interviewed my daughter and I about my 
daughter’s story. I had people I didn’t know reach out 
to me through Facebook and Twitter thanking me for 
speaking about Lyme because they had felt alone with 
their illnesses. SLO Life Magazine, our local magazine, 
published our story in their magazine and I, again, had 
people thank me for speaking about Lyme and bringing 
attention to it on the Central Coast. 

 I hike the hills along with many people here 
on the Central Coast who do not know that tick-borne-
Lyme, and co-infections such as Babesia, exist right here, 
and many do not how to prevent it. Too many people 
believe, wrongly so, that it is only contracted on the East 
Coast. I believe it is likely that the majority of our local 
population does not know the facts. 

 To continue raising awareness here locally, 
I teamed up with my dear friend Lonnie Marcum, 
whose daughter is also fighting Lyme disease, and we 
reached out to our local high school and worked with 
the administration. We set May 11th to help educate 
the students about where Lyme and co-infections come 
from and how to prevent contracting the diseases while 
continuing to enjoy being active out in nature. Our local 
news station, KSBY, was there to cover the story during 
which they interviewed my son.

 I especially want to thank my husband for being 
so supportive through all this. If it weren’t for him, I 
wouldn’t have been able to help our children with good 
medical care and to help others through spreading 
awareness. Please, all of you who read this, listen to your 
“intuition” or “gut feelings”, whatever your situation may 
be and never give up.  &
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MY NAME IS RUBY.   I am 34 years old and I come 
from a small town in Ireland.   My story should have 
been straight forward.   A good girl from a good 
family.  There were high hopes for me.  The word 
potential was used a lot.  But what does  potential 
mean?  That I could do something great.   Possibly.  
Maybe.  I would never have believed you if you had 
told me back then how things were going to turn 
out for me.  Even now when I look back, I still can’t 
quite believe it.  I look back on the last twenty years 
of my life and it’s like a nightmare.  Sometimes I 
can’t quite work out if an event actually happened, 
if I dreamed it or if it was a hallucination.  My 
memories are fuzzy and hazy.  Like interference on 
a tv or white noise on a radio.  Thankfully I have 
kept many diaries, notes and records over the years 
so I have something to refer to.

 I grew up in a small town, the youngest of 
four.  As  a child I was quiet, a good student but 
things started to go wrong for me as I reached my 
teenage years.  I wasn’t happy at home. My father 
drank a lot and my parents fought constantly.  There 
was an incredibly tense atmosphere in our house so 
I started to spend as little time as possible there.

Age 13, I started in secondary school and met a lot  
of new friends.  I had very little confidence in myself 
and was desperate to be accepted and liked by my 
new ‘cool’ friends.  I dropped out of competitive 
swimming and gave up my beloved ballet.  I took 
up smoking.  Then drinking.  And then  began to 
dabble in drugs.  I used sporadically for the next few 
years but it wasn’t until I tried heroin at the age of 
18 that my drug use started to spin out of control.  I 
was instantly hooked.

 Soon I was living in the murky underworld 
that is drug addiction.  I went from being a girl 
with a dream to a girl living in a nightmare.  My life 
turned upside down.  I first became psychologically 
addicted.  Then physically addicted.  I dreaded 
waking up each morning knowing what lay ahead.  
I turned into a person whom I did not recognize.  
I became a proficient liar, an expert thief and did 
unspeakable things for money and drugs.  It was 
a race to keep the sickness and withdrawals at bay 
and I was always playing catch up.  For the next few 
years, I was on the never ending merry-go-round 
that is addiction.  Drugs, methadone, treatment, 
relapse. I was literally going around in circles.   ›

WORDS BY RUBY TUESDAY

ADDICTED

http://andthenshedisappeared.blogspot.com
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 It’s really quite difficult to explain addiction to someone 
who has never experienced it.  But I will try with this analogy.

 Imagine that you have an itch.  The itchiest itch that 
you have ever experienced.  At first it is annoying but you can 
handle it.  You can function with it.  You are aware of it but 
you can manage with it.  But as the itch persists, it begins to 
infringe on your life.  It’s all you can think about now and it’s 
affecting everything you do.  You can’t help but scratch it.  Now 
imagine that instead of fingernails, you have razor blades.  As 
you scratch, you tear in to your skin.  Cutting it and slicing it to 
ribbons.  The more you scratch, the more you bleed but you can’t 
help it.  You know that if you continue to scratch you will die 
but you can’t stop. Your family and friends are beyond worried. 
They try and get you to stop but nothing is as important as 
relieving that itch.  Nothing.

 In 2004 I went in to drug treatment for the first time.  
I stayed there for six months and when I was discharged, we 
moved across the country to get away from my old town and 
old using friends. Over the next few years, I battled hard to stay 
clean and sober.  I relapsed many times and sometimes it felt like 
one step forward and two steps back but I kept going.  In 2005, 
I started on a methadone programme.  It has been an important 
part of my recovery and eliminated much of the chaos from my 
life.  As are NA meetings and having friends in recovery.

 Over the last ten years, I have had short periods of 
clean time but have had many slips and relapses.  Sometimes it 
feels that I can’t handle my own reality and can’t live in the here 
and now.  My own head can be a noisy and horrible place to be.  
I feel like I am constantly trying to run away from myself, from 
the negative thoughts that plague me.  From the boredom and 
monotony I feel in everyday life.  From the low self esteem and 
low self confidence that I struggle with.  From the demons in 
my own head and the constant stream of negativity in my head.

 Even though I struggle a lot, I am very blessed to 
have an amazingly strong family behind me.  And also two 
beautiful dogs that I rescued ten years ago.  They are my reason 
for carrying on.  They show me such unconditional love and 
endless loyalty.  They are the reason I fight to stay clean and 
sober.  When I can’t find a reason to get up in the morning, I get 
up for them.  When I don’t want to leave the house, I leave to 
walk them.  They take me out of myself and remind me to stay 
grounded.

 I say that I spend a lot of time trying to escape reality.  
But the thing is that my reality is not that bad.  I have a strong 
family around me, two dogs.  I live in a nice house, I sleep in 
a clean and dry bed. I have every comfort and don’t want for 
anything.  Yet I still find myself drawn back to the world of 
drugs, time and time again.  It had come to a point where I was 
broken.  Mentally, spiritually and physically.  I knew that if I 
wanted any semblance of a normal life, I had to stay clean and 
sober.

NOW IMAGINE 

THAT INSTEAD 

OF FINGERNAILS, 

YOU HAVE 

RAZOR BLADES.  

AS YOU 

SCRATCH, YOU 

TEAR INTO YOUR 

SKIN.  CUTTING 

IT AND SLICING 

IT TO RIBBONS.  

THE MORE YOU 

SCRATCH, THE 

MORE YOU 

BLEED BUT YOU 

CAN’T HELP IT.
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It seemed that I would do well for a while and manage to stay on 
the straight and narrow.  But then, and for no reason whatsoever, 
I would break out and go on a massive binge.  I switched from 
heroin to prescription pills and alcohol which were easier to get.  
I spent my days in my living room, drifting in and out of sleep.  
It was the same shit, different substance.

 All the while that I was addicted to drugs and alcohol, 
my eating disorder was silently developing.  For the first few 
years of my illness,  I had no idea that I had a deadly disease. I 
thought that I had no appetite and was so underweight because 
of the drugs.  It was first brought to my attention when I did 
my first drug detox in hospital.  I was 19. A nurse sat me down 
and told me that I had anorexia.  I refused to believe her.  I just 
couldn’t take it in. Even though my behaviours backed up her 
claim, I just was not able to process it.  It was bad enough to 
have one illness to contend with. Two were just far too much to 
deal with.

 I spent the rest of that hospital stay trying to prove that 
I didn’t have an eating disorder.  I tried to fool staff by hiding 
food and flushing it down the toilet.  Even though I couldn’t 
admit to it, in reality I was dangerously underweight and very 
ill.  I think my denial at the time protected me from losing it 
completely.  After that particular hospital stay, I was supposed 
to go on to treatment. However the facility would not accept 
me as I was not physically strong enough. This was the first of 
many instances when I found myself either too sick or not sick 
enough to qualify for treatment.

 My eating disorder and addiction are intrinsically 
linked. If I look back, I can see that they both developed around 
the same time, in my late teens.  During my using days I spent 
a lot of time in houses where there was very little food.  Every 
penny went to drugs and no money was spent on food.  When 
using, I barely ate a thing and the weight fell off me.  Every so 
often I would go home to recharge my batteries.  I can remember 
feeling so hungry and so overwhelmed by all the food available. 
I was so hungry that I binged and then felt incredibly guilty that 
I had food and my using friends didn’t.  I think this was the start 
of my issues with food.

 Again, it’s hard to explain what it’s like to live with an 
eating disorder.  I guess I would liken it to that of a relationship 
with an abuser. Like an abuser, my eating disorder groomed me 
and lured me in with false promises of happiness, success and 
fulfilment. Once I was seduced, it showed its true colours and 
how evil it truly is.  By then it was too late.  I was held captive 
and it became increasingly difficult to escape.

Over the years, I bounced between my eating disorder and my 
addiction.  When one was under control, the other would spin 
out of control.  It was when I first went to drug rehab that I 
admitted that I had issues with food.  For some reason it was 
much harder to admit to having an eating disorder than it was 
admitting that I had a drug problem.  
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The truth was that I didn’t know a lot about eating 
disorders.  I didn’t think that I was fat and I wasn’t trying 
to lose weight so I was really very confused about the 
whole thing.  I never used to weigh myself and it wasn’t 
until doctors and nurses began to weigh me that I started 
to take notice of the number. The number seemed 
important to them.  And so it became important to me.

In 2007, my weight fell so low that I was admitted to 
hospital.  I was kept under 24 hour supervision for two 
weeks before being admitted to the local psychiatric 
hospital.  After a few weeks there I was transferred to 
Dublin to participate in a recovery programme.  For 
me, treatment in this setting did not work. I’ve been 
to treatment five times and never really made much 
progress. I found it incredibly difficult to be around other 
disordered girls and also the focus on weight meant that 
I never really moved past the fear of gaining weight.

A lot of people with anorexia go on to develop bulimia 
and I was one of those people.  Unlike anorexia which 
is plain to see, bulimia is invisible.  No one would ever 
know that you were suffering unless you told them.  That 
is the thing about mental illness. The person may look 
completely healthy but their mind, their thinking and 
behaviours might all be in turmoil.  I found that when I 
gained weight, people assumed that I was better when in  
fact I still had the same mindset.  It’s no exaggeration to 
say that I was just as sick at my highest weight as I was at 
my lowest weight.    

If anorexia is cold and silent and aloof, then bulimia 
is loud and brash and in your face.  At my worst I was 
binging and purging up to 20 times a day.  I stole food 

from supermarkets, ate food that was not mine. I could 
not stop.  I had a path worn from my kitchen to my 
bathroom.  My life became more and more limited.  I 
pushed my family and friends away and my world 
shrank to just me and my eating disorder.  My weight 
plummeted. But along with the weight, I felt like I was 
losing my mind.  I had a passive death wish.  Not actively 
seeking it but willing it to happen.

It’s a strange truth that I spent more time worrying that I 
didn’t have an eating disorder than worrying if I did have 
one.  I felt like an anorectic imposter as I felt that I was 
never thin enough to have an eating disorder.  Even at 
my lowest weight, when I weighed the same as my golden 
retriever, I still questioned whether I really did have an 
eating disorder or not.

After being discharged from my last stint in treatment 
last year, I was at my wits end. I felt so distraught that I 
just didn’t know what to do.  I wanted to get well but I 
didn’t know where to start.  I felt so overwhelmed that 
I took an overdose of my meds. I closed my eyes and 
hoped that I wouldn’t wake up.

In fact I did wake up and the next day I confessed to 
my therapist as I feared it would happen again. She 
immediately jumped in to action.  She told me that I had 
two options. I could either present at hospital or see my 
psychiatrist the next day.  I chose the latter.  After seeing 
him and my doctor, my meds were tweaked and a plan 
was put in place.  I felt so numb and disconnected.  I 
didn’t have much hope that things would improve.

But despite my fears, slowly but surely over the next few 
weeks things began to improve. My mood lifted slightly, 
enough to give me a glimmer of hope.  My anxiety 
lessened which was a huge relief as I had been living in a 
constant state of fear and anxiety.  As my mental health 
improved, my weight began to increase. My purging 
decreased, my overall health improved. Things were 
looking up.  I began to feel hope again, for the first time 
in years.

I can’t lie.  Weight restoration was extremely hard and 
my body image during this transition was not great.  My 
perception of myself continued to be very distorted but 
if weight gain was the price I had to pay in order to feel 
well, then I was willing to pay it.  My quality of life had 
now improved markedly. I began seeing friends again.  
I attended support groups.  And because I felt better, 
life became easier and even more enjoyable.  I began to 
find joy in the little things, the simple things. I laughed 
again.  Something that I hadn’t done in years. And it felt 
amazing.

It’s now about 18 months since I first embarked on 
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recovery. And it certainly has been a rollercoaster.  So many 
highs and lows, ups and downs. So much learning and 
growing. So much has happened. Just as quickly as things 
can spiral downwards, they can also turn around just as 
quickly and easily.  I have managed to regain weight to a 
healthy BMI and continue to maintain it. I’ve stabilized 
on my methadone and other meds. I gave up smoking and 
am now over a year smoke free. These are challenging and 
exciting times.

Recovery is not easy, not at all.  I still battle my demons 
every single day and often have bad days when I feel that I 
can’t function.  Recovery is not a place or a destination.  It 
is a process.  A state of being.  A state of mind.  A life long 
path.  It takes months to recover physically, years to recover 
mentally and a life time to recover completely.  I take it day 
by day.  Anything is possible if we break it down in to bite 
sized  chunks.

I’ve accepted that I am an addict and have mental health 
issues.  I feel no shame in admitting that. All my experiences 
have made me in to the person that I am today.  For the 
longest time, I thought that I was a bad person.  I had a little 
voice in my head telling me that I was fat, ugly and worthless 
and a burden to my family.  Having an eating disorder or an 
addiction is like having a bully take up residence in your 
head and if you listen to it enough, you begin to believe it.  
For me, recovery is about trying to learn to deal with that 
voice and replace it with a more positive one.

Today is a good day.  I’m feeling positive about the future.  
I’m not using. My eating disorder is mostly under control.  
My mental and physical health are the best they have ever 
been.  I’m getting stronger every day and am building up a 
resistance to my demons.  The key for me is to make small 
and positive changes.  Baby steps.  Because baby steps add up 
to be great stride.  I try to use baby steps every day.  Things 
like putting my scales away, engaging in therapy, being kind 
to myself, asking for help and putting one foot in front of 
the other and keeping going.  I am living proof that there 
is life after addiction and mental health issues.  I am proof 
that it is possible to start over.  To rewrite the ending of your 
story.  The jump from illness to recovery is a huge one. But 
it starts with a leap of faith and a belief that there has to be 
something better out there for us.  Because there is. There is 
always a second chance and a third and a fourth….

I think a huge part of recovery is finding things that bring 
you joy and fulfilment.  Things that fill the void that 
addiction and disordered eating leave behind.  For me those 
things are my family, my friends, my  dogs and my writing. 
I write my blog in the hope that I can help others who are in 
the same position as me. I am passionate about that work.
As a good friend once said to me.  It’s not a choice between 
the eating disorder and recovery. It’s a choice between life 
and death. And I choose  life.   ✴

FACTS AND FIGURES

• Most people use drugs for the first 
time when they are teenagers.

• The first drug is often marijuana. 

• In 2013, there were 7,800 new users 
of illicit drugs per day. Over half were 
under 18 years of age. 

Source: National Institute of Drug Abuse

• Over 20 million Americans over the 
age of 12 have an addiction (excluding 
tobacco). 

• 100 people die every day from drug 
overdoses. This rate has tripled in the 
past 20 years. 

Source: Addiction Center

FOR HELP, CALL

SAMHSA’s National Helpline
This service provides referrals to local 
treatment facilities, support groups, and 
community-based organizations. Callers 
can also order free publications and other 
information.
1-800-662-HELP (4357)

FOR MORE INFORMATION

Visit the National Institute on Drug Abuse,
www.drugabuse.gov

https://www.drugabuse.gov/publications/drugfacts/nationwide-trends
https://www.addictioncenter.com/addiction/addiction-statistics/
http://www.drugabuse.gov
http://www.drugabuse.gov
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“I HAVE A NAME” is a compassion project that began 
with the intent of raising awareness for the homeless 
community. A reminder that giving food or pocket 
change to the poor is great and needed, but to give 
dignity and respect is what people are really looking for. 
A change or realization happened for me a few years ago 
when I befriended one homeless man who lived down the 
street from me in St. Petersburg, Florida. He sat everyday 
on the beach walkway and weaved palm branches into 
crosses and roses. Tourists would give donations for a 
cross, kids loved him, and people would come back every 
year on vacation and remember him. Everybody called 
him Weaver Dave. 

 I worked as a housekeeper at one of the resorts 
and would get free food everyday that I would bring to 
Dave. I became good friends with him. We would talk 
almost every evening just about everything. 

 Eventually I ended up making friends with 
several people in the homeless community there.  I 

started seeing “homeless people” differently, I saw them 
just as people. They were my friends and instead of 
showing them pity by giving them spare change, I was 
giving them my time and respect. It was something they 
weren’t used to.  Spending quality time with them made 
me see how much we are the same.

 We're all just looking for love, kindness, 
conversation, and friendship. Not pity, but compassion. 
We all share this walk of life together, no one is better 
than another, we all deserve love, we all have a story, and 
we all have a name. 

 I began going out, interviewing and 
photographing these people. Just sitting down and 
listening to someone tell their story is very rewarding. 
Some stories can be tragically heartbreaking, and others 
can be tremendously inspiring. My hope is to continue 
to spread love and compassion to this community, one 
person at a time.   &

I HAVE A NAME
WORDS & IMAGES BY DAVAUN KURCZ

https://www.instagram.com/davaunk/
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DWAYNE
(Opposite Page)
Born and raised in Detroit. Dwayne 
loves animals & people but he feels 
like his squirrel, named Scamper, 
is nicer to him than most people. 
Something I noticed about Dwayne 
was how kind and thoughtful he 
was. He wanted to know about me, 
how I was doing, and he offered me 
some of Scamper’s peanut butter 
crackers.

Dwayne and I sat in the rain and 
talked for quite some time. He said 
he really enjoyed the company, and 
so did I. 

TRISHA
(Below)
Born 1929 in Kalamazoo, Michigan, she lived 
there for 50 years taking care of her paralyzed 
mother. She says she misses Michigan, the snow, 
and her family that she had there. 

I asked Trisha what would be her one wish, and 
she said: 

"To go back to Michigan, Christmases aren't the 
same here. And I wish that they'd stop making the 
grocery prices so high, I only have fifty cents left 
to last me for a while."
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WEAVER DAVE HARRIS
Dave is a light to everyone who crosses his path 
and he makes the world a better place to live. 
After spending some time with him, I noticed 
how people treated Dave differently, looked 
down on him, ignored him when he would say 
"hello", etc. 

Because of Dave, I started this project, to remind 
the more fortunate that we are equal to the less 
fortunate. 

Dave is a U.S. Air Force Veteran and a Baptist 
minister. He worked in the funeral home 
business before living on the streets. I've seen 
Dave near death many times but he always 
bounces back with a joke & a smile.  

"The meaning of life is simply this, live every day 
as if it was your last, and treat everyone else as if 
it was theirs."

THE 
MEANING OF 

LIFE IS SIMPLY 
THIS, LIVE 

EVERY DAY 
AS IF IT WAS 
YOUR LAST, 
AND TREAT 

EVERYONE ELSE 
AS IF IT WAS 

THEIRS.
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ISAIAH 
(Opposite Page)
He is 35 years old and grew up in southeast Michigan. When 
he was eight years old his father committed suicide and at 
sixteen his mother passed away from cancer. At a young age 
he got introduced to heroin and methamphetamine. He is 
currently working on his sobriety, but everyday is a battle.

"I have three daughters and a beautiful wife who mean 
everything to me. I think about them non stop. We were 
doing good, we had a business and our life was good. But I 
don't have the courage to face them right now. I love them 
with everything I am, I won't ever sell my wedding ring, I 
can't. 

Don't take what you got for granted, tell the people you love, 
that you love them, and don't ever let arguments or pride 
keep you from saying it. And if you got somebody to love and 
a bed to lay in, every night when you go to bed, thank God 
you're not on the streets."

GREG (aka "Cowboy")
(Above)
63 years old, Greg grew up in Arkansas, Tennessee, and 
Georgia. He grew up on his wealthy father’s buffalo 
ranch. One day when Greg was 11 years old he read that 
native Americans would break a wild horse by riding 
them into a lake, so that day he did the same thing 
and ever since his dad changed his name to Cowboy. 
Greg served in the US Navy and owned a successful 
construction business. 

"Why are you talkin to me? Normal people like you just 
don't talk to a homeless piece of shit like me. How do I say 
this.....I'm an alcoholic. I used to be somebody, but I'm 
not anymore." 

I gave Greg a few bucks, and he appreciated that, but he 
tried to hide the tears in his eyes when I told him he was 
somebody and that he mattered. 

"Nobody's ever told me that before."
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LIVING WITH PTSD
Facing her triggers every day, one woman describes living with post traumatic stress 

disorder and the complications she faces.

WORDS BY ANONYMOUS
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HELLO. MY NAME IS… Well I guess it doesn’t matter 
what my name is. I’m not going to share it with you not 
because I am ashamed about what I am about to say but 
rather because what I am about to say is deeply personal. 
Even those closest to me don’t know what I’m about to 
say. I’m not even sure my parents know. There are literally 
less than a handful of people that know. Mostly because 
it’s not anyone else’s business and I don’t want people to 
judge me or my actions based on it. I guess I should tell 
you what IT is since that’s the whole point of this. 

 About 8 years ago I was diagnosed with Post 
Traumatic Stress Disorder. Yep, I have PTSD and boy 
let me tell you how fun it is! Just kidding. It fucking 
sucks. But at least now I know what’s going on with me 
and how to handle it. Honestly, sometimes there is no 
handling it. Sometimes it just needs to run its course. 
But my therapist has helped me figure out what some of 
my triggers are and how to deal with them in a healthy 
manner, although that’s not always what I do. What can I 
say? I’m human.

 So let’s go back to where this all started. Although 
I was diagnosed less than 10 years ago it is believed that I 
have been suffering from PTSD for most of my adult life. 
I had originally thought that it stemmed from being in 
an abusive relationship. I dated a real winner for nearly 

a decade. During that time I was called stupid, worthless 
and a whore. I am none of those things. I am college 
educated, a fiercely loyal friend/daughter/sister, I truly 
enjoy giving back to my community and have always 
been committed in every relationship I have been in. 
Even when I was abused, I was committed.  Although 
most of the abuse was not physical (though there was 
some pushing and shoving), it is still considered abuse. 
Most of the abuse I have encountered in my life has been 
emotional and psychological. 

NOT ALL ABUSE LEAVES YOU WITH BRUISES 
ON THE OUTSIDE. 

 I often thought – “Why doesn’t he just hit me? At 
least those bruises would heal faster.” But that’s not true 
either. Abuse is abuse – no matter what form it comes in. 
I think that’s why I stayed so long. Because there were 
no bruises on the outside, everything that happened was 
inside of me. And that’s where I kept it, locked away from 
everyone, even myself. Then one day I had a lightbulb 
moment. I was leaving, for good. I had tried to leave once 
before but it didn’t work because I didn’t go far enough 
away. This time I was going to put a few states between 
us so I wouldn’t be tempted to go back. That’s how strong 
his grip was on me – figuratively and literally. I needed 
to walk away once and for all. But as I said, that’s not the 
root of my PTSD.
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 During my years of therapy I realized there 
were several more instances where I was abused in my 
life. PTSD has this amazing feature of helping you forget 
things. It’s a defense mechanism that my body developed 
to help cope and is typical for those of us with PTSD. And 
boy is it a blessing sometimes. But my therapist wanted 
to dig deeper so I underwent EMDR which stands for 
Eye Movement Desensitization & Reprocessing Therapy. 
You can learn more about EMDR here.  This is a brief 
synopsis of what the treatment entails :

 “During treatment various procedures and 
protocols are used to address the entire clinical picture. 
One of the procedural elements is “dual stimulation” 
using either bilateral eye movements, tones or taps. 
During the reprocessing phases the client attends 
momentarily to past memories, present triggers, or 
anticipated future experiences while simultaneously 
focusing on a set of external stimulus. During that time, 
clients generally experience the emergence of insight, 
changes in memories, or new associations. The clinician 
assists the client to focus on appropriate material before 
initiation of each subsequent set.” 

 The therapy left me feeling a bit lightheaded 
but that passed within an hour. What was surprising was 
how much of my past I was finally able to remember. 
Moments of my life that I had buried deep inside that 
now became clear. What became even clearer is that what 
truly caused my PTSD are events that happened to me at 
a young age. 

 I don’t remember a lot of my childhood and I 
always envy those that do. That’s not to say that I had a 
bad childhood. I certainly experienced a lot of loving and 
happy times. I also experienced a lot of sad and somewhat 
traumatizing events. I’ve been told since I was young that 
I wasn’t good enough or 
smart enough and most 
of that came from my 
father. It hurts to say 
that. I love my father but 
I also realize that he can 
be a very toxic person for 
me. I have siblings that 
would probably not agree 
with me but they have a 
different relationship 
with him than I do. 
God I really hate PTSD. 

Right now, as I type I can feel my body beginning to 
ache because of the pain I am reliving just by writing 
this story. That’s another side effect of PTSD. My body 
physically hurts when I have something trigger it. Let’s 
just say I get A LOT of upset stomachs. I wouldn’t wish 
this on my worst enemy. But I must continue to write so 
you get the full story. 

 Through my therapy I learned that my father is 
a trigger because of past events. Today I am very cautious 
about the relationship I have with him and am happy to 
say that it is (mostly) good. Growing up, I never met 
his expectations. I was never smart enough or athletic 
enough for him even though I got good grades and 
was active in many sports. But because I wasn’t at the 
top of my class or standing on a podium after a meet I 
was considered a failure. A great deal of my childhood 
consisted of being compared to my little brother who was 
at the top of his class and was standing on the podium 
after a meet. Today, any time I feel like I haven’t excelled at 
something I feel I should have is a trigger for me. It takes 
me back to my childhood and the feelings I had when my 
father was disappointed in me. Which happened a lot. 
Knowing what my triggers are is incredibly important. 
It can be a person, place or thing that puts me into a 
PTSD episode. Those episodes can last for a moment to 
months. Being aware of what has caused it and focusing 
on being healthy is beyond difficult. Sometimes I don’t 
know something is going to trigger a past memory or 
feeling and once it does I usually have to take a step back 
from life. I have to focus on me and remind myself of all 
the good that I have. Easier said than done.

 With PTSD comes depression, which I have 
suffered from since I was a teenager. Not that high school 
is hard enough, but add severe depression to it and that’s 
what I lived with. Most of my high school friends will find 
that hard to believe. I wasn’t an introvert by any means; 

I was a happy and 
outgoing person. Most 
of that was an act. Fake 
it til you make it right? 
I am blessed that while 
I was in high school 
I had a friend who 
realized how much 
I was hurting and 
sought help through 
our school counselor, 
who in turned called 
my mother who called 

http://www.emdr.com/general-information/what-is-emdr.html
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a therapist who I ended up hating and lying to just to make it 
go away. I cannot even begin to stress how important it is to 
have a therapist that you trust when dealing with depression 
(and PTSD as is my case). Because I didn’t trust my therapist 
I lied to make everything seem ok. I think I went to a 
handful of sessions, at best. Then I was released because I 
appeared to be okay. I honestly feel that if I had spoken up 
and told someone that I didn’t trust my therapist my PTSD 
would have been diagnosed sooner. And who knows how 
that would have changed my life but I firmly believe I would 
not have gone down some of the paths that I did.

 I have never used medication to cope with my 
depression or PTSD because it isn’t the right solution for 
me.  I have been seeing the same therapist off and on for 
the past 8 years. The “on” times are when my PTSD starts to 
consume my life and I realize I cannot go through it without 
her. She’s amazing and is a HUGE reason why I am happy 
today. She has made me realize so much about myself that 
it has made me more aware on a daily basis. I am aware of 
my surroundings – physically and mentally. I know what my 
triggers are (some still surprise me but for the most part I 
have them covered) so I know what situations and people 
to avoid. Yes, I avoid some people like the plague. Often 
times I have no choice but to be around them but those that 
know about my PTSD support me and help me through 
those situations. Sometimes I lose my grip on reality and 
go into a rage episode. It typically occurs when I have held 
things in for far too long. Those rage episodes are filled with 
screaming and crying and I typically don’t remember them 
the next day. I am happy to say that I haven’t had a rage 
episode in over 3 years and that is completely because of 
the help of my therapist. As I mentioned before, there are 
less than a handful of people that know my secret. I have 
chosen those people because I am either married to them or 
I consider them the closest of my friends. 

 Post Traumatic Stress Disorder is a terrible disease 
that many still don’t know about. And just like many other 
things in life, not every case is the same. Although most 
people associate PTSD with the military it is also common 
in those that have suffered abuse. My PTSD stems from a 
childhood of being made to feel inadequate, to my teenage 
years of depression and onto a long term relationship filled 
with emotional and psychological abuse (as well as some 
physical). Those are the big three for me. My hope for 
anyone reading this is that you learn more about PTSD so 
that you can truly try to understand the disease. No one will 
ever fully understand it. But those of us with PTSD deserve 
to be loved and sometimes need a little bit more love than 
usual. Sometimes we need a little bit more reassurance and 
understanding and patience too. I’m not sad all the time; I’m 
a generally happy person. But when my PTSD gets the best 
of me I like knowing I have people I can talk to and that will 
support me and love me no matter what.

According to the Mayo Clinic, 
symptoms of PTSD may be 
visible three months after a 
traumatic event, or may not 
show up until years after.  
Symptoms include:

• Recurrent, distressing 
memories of the traumatic 
event

• Reliving the traumatic event 
as if it were happening again 

• Trying to avoid thinking or 
talking about the traumatic 
event

• Avoiding places, activities or 
people that remind you of 
the event

• Negative feelings about 
yourself or other people

• Inability to experience 
positive emotions

• Difficulty maintaining close 
relationships

• Irritability, angry outbursts or 
aggressive behavior

• Overwhelming guilt or shame
• Self-destructive behavior
• Trouble concentrating and 

sleeping
• Being easily startled or 

frightened
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MY BELOVED GRANDFATHER Bups once called me 
his star of stars, something that I’ve clung to since his 
passing. I’ve been fascinated by the night sky since I was a 
child, and have always had that connection to something 
ethereal and otherworldly. For him to choose such poetic 
words when he was not a necessarily poetic person was 
charming, but it was more than that. It reminded me that 
I am simply stardust. I am a part of something so much 
bigger than myself, as we all are.

 I remind myself of him — and of my inner 
strength — when I feel my star start to fade.

 You see, my story could easily be a woe-is-me 
tale about a sick girl. In fact, accepting that fate would 

be the simpler route. No one would ever blame me for 
wanting to play the victim; no one would ever fault me 
for pulling that proverbial “sick card.”

But here’s the thing. I don’t. 
I won’t. 

 With several dozen diagnoses since childhood 
— most of which are of a chronic, incurable nature — no 
one would fault me for sitting back, taking it easy, and 
letting life pass me by. No one would be surprised if I were 
a little bitter, a little depressed, and a lot disheartened. 
No one would be shocked if I did take the easy way out 
and simply give up.  ›

A STAR CROSSED LIFE
Though being born in a body that sometimes feels as if it hates her, Ashley has chosen 
to show that she is more than a life of chronic conditions.  Her positivity and inspiring 

attitude have helped countless others in their illness battles.

WORDS BY ASHLEY BOYNES-SHUCK / IMAGES BY MATTHEW SHUCK

http://abshuck.com
http://www.mattshuck.com
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 What does surprise people is that I choose 
the harder path on a daily basis. Every day, when I 
decide to get up, dress up, and show up, when I decide 
to live a productive and relatively normal, happy life 
despite my conditions, I am choosing that path. When 
I choose to smile or keep a sense of humor despite 
my circumstances, when I choose to not let my health 
problems be my identity, when I choose to shine, I am 
choosing that harder path. 

 I am more than those several dozen diagnoses. 
I’m okay with the harder path because it means I am 
standing up to these illnesses and not letting them 
define me. I used to grow embarrassed even talking 
about my health problems. I thought they made me 
seem “less than” or somehow unworthy, but I realized 
that they are just a small part of my story — not the 
main chapter. I am making an active decision to be 
more than my conditions. I am choosing to be a 
glimmering ray of hope for others like myself, to 
twinkle even when the night is dark.

 While I have written two health memoirs 
about my journey, spoken at health conferences, and 
have become a well-known patient advocate in the 
online chronic illness community, a patient is not all 
that I am. 

 I am sick, but I am more than sick. I’m an 
author, a book reviewer, a fashion-lover, a concertgoer, 
a pet mom, a social media influencer, and a volunteer. 

 I am a wife, a daughter, a sister, a friend. Not 
only have I written two nonfiction health books; I’ve 
also written a post-apocalyptic fiction novel. I’m an 
alumna of both the University of Pittsburgh and the 
Institute for Integrative Nutrition. I’m an amateur 
astronomer, and a sometime-painter, and a onetime-
fashion designer who wants to teach myself to play 
the ukelele and get better at chess. One day I will be a 
birdwatcher, too.

 I’ve written poems, spoken before Congress, 
went to the Oprah Winfrey show, done some modeling 
work, competed in a kettlebell competition, and been 
a softball All-Star and a spelling bee champion. I was 
inducted into the Fashion Hall of Fame and named one 
of Pittsburgh’s 40 Under 40. I like Barbie and antique 
tea sets, boating and essential oils, Justin Timberlake 
and tattoos.

 I’ve had purple hair. Worked a food bank. 
Served the homeless. Sat on the board of two nonprofit 
organizations. 

 I’m married to Mike, an elementary school 

teacher and personal trainer who was on NBC’s 
American Ninja Warrior. We travel, we have 5 pets, we 
are best friends. With my husband, I’ve gone horseback 
riding, whitewater rafting, zip-lining, and more. 

 Maybe I’m humblebragging here, but hey 
— my life is interesting, full, and fun. I love it. I’m 
grateful for every second of it.

But … 

 I’ve also had brain surgery, neck surgery, 
biologic chemotherapy, and several procedures and 
operations on my knee and my foot. I’ve had 32 
vials of blood drawn in one day, stabbed myself with 
weekly injections, and tried every pharmaceutical, 
integrative, and alternative holistic therapy you can 
think of. I’ve been ridiculed for walking with a limp. 
I have some vision loss… and some hearing loss.. 
and some loss of mobility and of immunity. A weird 
heart thing. Weird skin issues. My bones are soft, my 
cartilage is destroyed, my joints are deformed, and 
my joint space is nil. I live with debilitating systemic 
migraines and crazy autonomic nervous system issues. 
I fear that one day I will be unable to walk due to the 
near-lifelong effects of rheumatoid arthritis (which I 
was diagnosed with at age 10,) and other autoimmune 
and musculoskeletal conditions. 

 But I don’t let that deter me. As cliche as it 
may sound, I choose to focus on what I can do, versus 
dwelling on what I cannot. I choose to use my negative 
health situation as a way to be a positive influence on 
others who deal with similar issues. 

 I’ve tried to take lessons from my journey: 
what did this teach me? How has my perspective 
shifted? Is this an opportunity to be empathetic? To 
grow? How can I help others? What is the bigger 
picture here?

 Being chronically ill has given me an inner 
strength and an inner grace. It has allowed me to put 
life into perspective and has forced me to take nothing 
for granted. I treasure and value every moment in my 
life where I am physically able to enjoy myself and 
have fun. 

 From the mundane to the monumental, I take 
too many pictures, because I want to capture every 
good moment and every happy memory. For every 
photo of my girlfriends and I at brunch, or my husband 
and I on the beach, or my family at our camp, there are 
days that I cry myself to sleep due to pain or the simple 
heartache borne of a life altered by sickness.  ›
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 That same sickness, however, is what has shaped 
me into the person that I am today. Had I not been dealt 
such a difficult health card, I may not be as compassionate 
or empathetic as I try to be. If being chronically ill has 
taught me anything, it is that everyone has problems. 
Some are health-related, some are not. We are all blessed 
in different ways, and we all have unique gifts.

 A lesson for us all is that competing with one 
another and comparing our problems is counterproductive 
and helps no one. My struggle may look different than 
yours and vice versa, but that doesn’t make either one less 
important. A lot of people have it better than me, but a lot 
of people have it worse, too. It goes both ways. 

Illness has forced me to recognize this fact and find 
gratitude even on the most difficult of days. 

 We get to choose who we want to be on any given 
day. Some days, I may collapse into myself, latching on to 
that victim role, but most days I choose to blossom and 
to thrive; I choose to trudge on despite the shortcomings 
I’ve been handed in terms of my health and my physical 
ability. I choose to find the good in each moment, I choose 
to be positive, I choose to smile, I choose to remain 
grateful. I choose to count my blessings, to be mindful, to 
help and educate others, and to be kind. I choose to keep 
on keeping on, because … well, what is the alternative?

 I’ve been asked the question of what I’d like my 
legacy to one day be. The obvious answer would be my 
writing: I’d love to have a New York Times Bestselling 
Novel (or ten.) 

 But, the truth is much simpler than that: I always 
want the people in my life to know how much I love them. 
My all-time biggest fear is that they somehow wouldn’t 
know this. 

 However, it took me a long time to realize that 
in order to be able to spread the kind of love that I hope 
to leave behind one day, I have to love myself first. When 
you’re dealing with a body that seems to hate you, loving 
oneself is easier said than done. But like anything in life 
worth having, it is a choice, and it takes work.

 I choose to be better, not bitter. I choose to love 
myself, even when hating myself would be the easier 
route. And I choose to share my story, in the hopes that 
I can inspire or uplift even one other person and in the 
hopes that I can touch even one other life. I just ask that 
readers realize that this part of my story — the sick part 
— is just a tiny speckle of who I am, not all of me. 

My sickness is one star in my galaxy, 
not my whole universe.   &
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THE FLOOR IS COLD. I don’t even know how long I’ve 
been lying here. Hours, probably. I have a stomachache 
and my head is pounding. I try to lift myself up off of 
the bathroom floor, but as soon as I catch a glimpse of 
myself in the mirror, I break down in tears. The girl in 
the mirror wasn’t who I wanted to be and her life wasn’t 
one I wanted to have. Thoughts race through my mind, 
convincing me to end everything. The pill bottles in the 
medicine cabinet are tempting my irrational behavior. 
I'm scared to death I've completely lost my mind. Things 
have been hard and my thoughts are racing. I can’t slow 
them down or make them stop. I stood there, facing 
the mirror. Tears smeared across my face and without 
hesitation, I took comfort in a razor. 

 How did things get this bad? What happened 
to me? I used to be this bright, happy girl who had big 
dreams for herself. I knew what I wanted. But one day, a 
light went out in me. 

 I was thirteen when my world changed. Though 
my memory of that day still remains unclear, what still 
lingers with me is the feeling of their hands and the 

sound of their voices. I remember my back slamming 
against the hard floor and the constellation of bruises 
that were left on my thighs. I knew I should have told 
someone, but I stayed completely silent about it and I let 
myself believe it never even happened. 

 It changed me. I felt powerless and I started 
craving control, I started looking for distractions and 
things to help me forget. I needed an escape from the life 
I was living. I was having awful nightmares, flashbacks, 
and I was being bullied in school. One day, I made 
myself sick after eating because I saw a friend do it and I 
wondered what it was like. It made me feel better. It made 
me feel like I had control over my body. I needed more. 
Things became too hard for me at school that I resorted 
to self harm. I remember the first time it happened. That 
one day, what I thought was just a quick cut to ease the 
pain became the beginning of an everyday release. It all 
started out as just a way to make myself feel better but 
slowly, it started turning into one of the scariest things 
I’d ever have to go through. I had no idea I was about to 
spiral into a deep addiction.   › 

I  C H O S E  T O  S T A Y :
A JOURNEY THROUGH RECOVERY

WORDS BY SHELBY LARIOS

http://instagram.com/youmeandleo
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 When I started high school, the cutting only 
got worse. I watched as one cut turned into ten and ten 
turned into a hundred. I went from only doing it once a 
week, to twice a week and then it was once a day. Before 
I knew it, it reached a point where I couldn't even make 
it through a six hour school day without cutting and by 
the time senior year came around, things were out of 
control. I walked around like any normal student but I 
was hiding under baggy clothes and making sneaky and 
frequent trips to the bathroom. While everyone else was 
gossiping about who likes who or what was happening 
after school, I was thinking about the next time I could 
hurt myself again. I isolated myself and seized every 
opportunity to be alone. I was fasting, abusing diet pills, 
laxatives and exercising every chance that I could. I tried 
to be invisible, but it just got so severe that I just stopped 
functioning. I became a scary, careless version of myself. 
Depression took over me and I became an outsider to 
my own self. I felt like I was watching myself do things I 
didn’t want to do but there was nothing I could do to stop 
it. I remember how terrifying that was. 

 I was alone. I was always alone. High school is 
when everyone starts dating, going to parties and having 
fun. Not going out to do anything made me frustrated. I 
wanted the same experiences as everyone else. I wanted 
just to fit in and be normal.  I wanted those fun filled 
Friday nights with a large group of friends. It was hard 
sitting there listening to how much fun everyone else 

had. I had friends, I had people who cared about me but 
my eating disorder didn’t let myself see it. I wanted to 
be left alone so that I could continue doing what I was 
doing.

 I didn’t even recognize myself anymore. I was 
passing out in school and teachers, friends and other 
students were always questioning me. The cuts and 
bruises could no longer be blamed on clumsiness. I 
couldn't hide it. I was scared and I was so afraid of how 
careless I became with myself. Every morning I would 
wake up wondering if I would even make it through the 
day. I was constantly telling lie after lie just to cover up my 
other lies. It all just became too much and I was breaking 
under the pressure. It made me angry that I couldn't ask 
for help. I knew that no one would understand me or 
what I was going through, but how could I expect them 
to? I didn't even understand. I found myself crying all of 
the time, over everything and sometimes, over nothing 
at all. But around others, I put on a smile. I became so 
good at faking it that I even started to fool myself into 
believing that I was actually okay. But I broke. Of course, 
I was still the same person to everyone around me, but 
inside, I battled so many things. I was physically isolated 
and disconnected from the world.

 Rumors flooded around school about me after 
my journal was stolen from my backpack. Suddenly, 
everyone thought they knew everything about me. 
People would stare and whisper as I walked passed them. 
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I was called every name in the book. Fighting those 
words became yet another battle I had to face every day. 
I started hiding out in bathrooms and locker rooms and 
even skipping school. I didn’t know how to handle all of 
this and there wasn’t anything anyone could do to help 
me. I didn't understand why I was in my situation and 
why some people's lives were so much better than mine. 
One of my teachers ended up becoming the only “friend” 
I had in school. The only person I felt like I could talk 
to. But even she was concerned, and I put her through 
hell during my last two years of school. She broke down 
one day telling me that she was so afraid of finding me 
dead in the locker room. That should have scared me, 
or opened up my eyes to just how bad things had gotten 
for me. It should have been a wake up call but instead, 
I shrugged it off like it didn’t even matter. I felt bad for 
hurting and scaring the people that I loved, but at the 
time, I chose my eating disorder over everyone and 
anything else, always. 

 An intervention was held for me at school and 
I was livid. The school psychologist recommended that I 
leave and go complete high school in a treatment center 
but of course I convinced my parents that I would stop 
doing what I was doing and so we moved on. I only became 
more secretive and careful. I was good at convincing 
people that I was okay. My eating disorder made me a 
really good liar. I started seeing the psychologist about 
twice a week during school, but I never opened up to him. 
I guess a part of me knew that he and my teacher were 

right but I just wanted to keep being wrong. I wanted to 
keep my bad habits, I didn’t want to lose the only thing I 
knew. It was my comfort, in an unfortunately sad way. 

 I was terrified to graduate. So to cope with that, 
I made myself believe that I was somehow “all better”. I 
felt like I could take on the world with the new positive 
outlook I had on life. I graduated and started seeing a 
therapist once a week. Things were going fine until they 
weren’t anymore. I felt lost. All of my friends were going 
to college and moving forward with their lives and I just 
felt stuck. My addictions were my entire life and I was in 
one of the darkest places I’ve ever been. Just weeks after 
graduation, I gave up on myself and I overdosed. I woke 
up the next morning to my little sister screaming at me to 
wake up. She had the most terrified look on her face, one 
that I will never forget. I immediately started throwing 
up and that’s how my day was spent. I should have been 
hospitalized. I know that I’m lucky to have survived what 
I did. I didn’t tell anyone what I had done because a part 
of me was hoping that there was still a chance it could 
work. I was devastated when I realized I had gotten the 
pills out of my system and I was going to be okay. 

 The night I overdosed was my absolute lowest 
point. It’s not that I wanted to die, I just wanted the pain 
to die. I was hurting. I was always hurting and I just 
wanted it all to stop. I woke up though, and I told myself 
I’d try to get better.   ›
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 But instead of getting better, things started 
getting worse. My days were spent counting calories over 
and over again and constantly checking my body to make 
sure nothing felt bigger. I was painfully aware of how 
every inch of my body felt and moved. I weighed myself 
before and after every meal and if I hadn’t lost weight or 
if I gained weight, I would punish myself with a number 
of hours I couldn’t eat anything for. I would sneak into 
the kitchen at 2 in the morning, eat everything I could 
and then made myself sick. I would purge after eating 
anything and everything. My knuckles were always red 
and swollen and my voice became hoarse. I started losing 
my hair and my skin was always cold and pale. My life 
turned into obsessing over numbers and negative calorie 
diets. I would spend hours on Pro Ana websites, scrolling 
through photos of extremely thin, sick girls. Then I’d sit 
in front of a mirror crying and getting angry at myself, 
telling myself I could do better, I could be thinner. I was 
obsessed and slowly killing myself. 

 I started working two jobs and I enrolled myself 
in school to keep myself busy. I got a job working with a 
guy who was constantly asking me out on dates, hugging 
me and telling me how beautiful or sexy I was. I always 
declined his offers but he was very persistent. I was 
never really good at standing up for myself or telling 
people how I felt, so I did nothing but smile back at his 
remarks. But one night, I found myself alone with him 
and what happened next, I wish I could forget. I went 
home and colored my skin red in the shower trying to 
get rid of his smell and his fingerprints. I was ashamed of 
myself and ashamed of my behavior. I realized I needed 
help or I was probably going to die. The next morning, 
I found myself on the bathroom floor. I wanted so badly 
to just give up but instead I decided to admit myself 
into a residential treatment center in California. I knew 
I couldn’t survive going through something like this 
again, I needed to be somewhere I was safe from myself. 

 The drive to California felt like the longest 
drive of my life. I couldn’t distract myself from the 
overwhelming thoughts of what I was getting myself into. 
The night before, I had stayed up all night contemplating 
my decision to leave, especially since I had just got 
engaged. But there I was, lying in an unfamiliar bed and 
quietly crying because I didn’t know if I made the right 
choice. I didn’t think I belonged there. I didn’t feel like 
I was “sick” enough. I felt like I had no where else to go. 
I didn't exactly want to be there but I couldn't go home. 
I couldn’t deal with the flashbacks, the nightmares, the 
lack of sleep or the urges to hurt myself anymore. For the 
first time, I was actually scared for my life.

 Away from my family and friends, I fought 
hard to take my life back. For years, I felt powerless and 
somewhere along the way I started believing I wasn’t 
good enough, that I wasn’t lovable or worthy of anything 
good. Those feelings caused me to lose everyone I loved, 
including myself. Going into treatment was one of the 
most terrifying yet life changing decisions of my life. 
My stay there was never easy. I was not able to use the 
bathroom with the door closed or even flush my own 
toilet because I wasn’t trusted alone. I spent a lot of time 
fighting and screaming at the people who were trying to 
help me get better. I was always stuck on bedrest, forced 
to eat six meals a day and I had to shower with the door 
open. I was always crying and fighting with my dietician 
over whether one tablespoon or two counted towards my 
meal plan. I was woken up by a nurse every morning at 
6 am to take my weight. I got short phone calls with my 
family and sat through endless hours of therapy. For six 
months I fought an inner battle every day on my decision 
to choose recovery. Surrendering to treatment was one of 
the hardest things I’ve ever done. 

 My life has grown in so many ways that I couldn’t 
even imagine when I was in the depths of my depression. 
I feel like I have been blessed with a second chance at the 
life I have always wanted for myself and I wake up every 
day, grateful for what life has given me. I know that I 
will be in recovery for the rest of my life and that things 
won’t always be great, but I know that I am worthy of life. 
I often think about all of the things I would have missed 
out on, had I not woken up that morning. It hurts, but it’s 
the greatest reminder of how far I have come in my life. 
Today, I am lying here with my husband, cuddling our 
baby boy as he’s smiling up at us. My life is blessed and 
better than I ever imagined it could be. Life gets better. I 
am so happy I am still here to see that.   &

“I FEEL LIKE I HAVE BEEN 
BLESSED WITH A SECOND 

CHANCE AT THE LIFE I HAVE 
ALWAYS WANTED FOR MYSELF.”
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YOU COUNT THEM OUT. Ten fingers, ten toes. You 
are told your child has a high apgar score and you know 
what this means because in preparation you read all the 
right books. You look into the face of a beautiful baby 
boy and your heart soars. (This could also be the feeling 
of your heart dropping into your shoes, because “holy 
crap” you’re a mom now.) The maternity ward is a happy 
place where everyone is calm and cheerful and cooing 
happy little sentiments to mom and baby alike. It is a 
magical land where life is brought into the world and 
you have the happiest, most gorgeous of babies and he 
is completely flawless. Except for two things: his mom is 
only 16 and he has a rare neurological disorder yet to be 
diagnosed.

 I became pregnant halfway through my 
sophomore year at the ripe age of 15. This was before 
MTV had glamorized teen pregnancy so instead of being 
given my own television show, I was shunned and labeled 
a whore by my “friends” at school. I hid the pregnancy 
for five months and on the last day of school I broke the 
news to my mother. It was our running joke that I would 
say to her, “Mom, we need to talk.” She would reply with, 
“Are you pregnant?” and we would laugh and laugh. On 
this day, I said we needed to talk, she responded, and 
when she laughed and I didn’t she got up and ran to the 
bathroom to get sick. We estimated how far along I was 
and I set up an appointment for a visit with an OBGYN 
(my first). 

 In 1996, doctors were less than kind about 
the miracle of a baby when in relation to a 15 year old 
patient. Besides the fact that I was super young, I looked 
like I was 12. I went into the doctor’s office, the nurses 
were cold and brisk and the doctor was very matter-of-

fact and not remotely congratulatory. My mom drove me, 
but she refused to come inside. I came out to the parking 
lot an hour later with a due date of October 12, 1996, 
a prescription for prenatal vitamins, and an ultrasound 
showing a boy waving for the camera. She cried some 
more, but I was elated. 

 Being a teen mom was not in my plans, but being 
a mom at some point in my life was. I was made for this. 
While my mother and step-father tried to convince me to 
give him up for adoption, I read, researched, and started 
planning for all the changes that would come along. My 
mom threw me out after my final refusal to meet with 
a couple offering me money and college tuition for a 
healthy white baby. I moved in with my aunt and uncle 
and began my junior year of high school eight months 
pregnant at a new school. Wayne Memorial High School 
was much larger than Pinckney High School and I wasn’t 
the first girl they had seen get herself into a situation like 
this. People were more friendly and accepting, although 
teachers still gave me the stink eye whenever I passed by 
their rooms. 

 On the morning of October 12, 1996, while 
all of the other students from Wayne Memorial High 
School were preparing for the Homecoming dance, my 
water broke at 5:00 a.m. on the dot and I was timing 
contractions. I woke my aunt up and she assured me it 
would be hours before I needed to go to the hospital 
and so I went back to bed and had my first official panic 
attack. Around noon, we arrived at Botsford Hospital 
and after almost 12 hours of labor I gave birth to a baby 
boy at 4:44 p.m. Steven Michael had blue eyes and dark 
hair. He was 8 lbs, 1 oz and was 20 inches long. He was 
perfect. I was completely in love.   ›
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 Fast forward to April of 1997. I had a six month old 
little boy. I was living with my dad and attending Adrian High 
School. My “elective” class was a parenting class that I almost 
thought was the counselor being rude. It was right before 
spring break that we were told we could bring babies to class 
(cousins, siblings, neighbors, or our own) to study them for 
an hour and see the different stages of development. I was the 
only student who had their own baby and I was happy to have 
a chance to show off my perfect son and show everyone that 
I could have a 4.0, work, and be a mom at the age of 16. As 
we went around the room from the youngest baby to mine I 
began to get nervous. I started thinking about all the things I 
had read and the developmental timeline and I knew that my 
son was falling short on some of these deadlines. When the 
teacher got to me and asked me how old he was and I said 6 
months other students began asking if he was sitting up on his 
own yet. I responded no but he could roll from his back to his 
belly and hold his head up. The teacher came over and gently 
asked if he could roll from his belly to his back and I said he 
could not. She held him and cooed and said all the right things 
but after class she asked to speak with me. She told me she 
thought I may want to get him into his pediatrician and see 
what they said about his growth and development. I took it in 
stride, said I would and went on about my day. 

 Spring break came and I went to visit my mom, step-
dad, and siblings. After Steven had a bottle he began jerking 
his little body in a violent motion. His whole body would jerk 
up, knees pulled in, fists closed tight, but his eyes were wide 
open staring into space. I called my mom over and told her to 
watch him. I (incorrectly) assumed these were moro reflexes 
(also known as startle reflexes) that all newborns have. She 
informed me that those stop around one to two months and 
this was something completely different. She immediately got 
on the phone with University of Michigan hospital and told 
the people at pediatric neurology about his symptoms. They 
got us an appointment for that week.

 University of Michigan is one of the best hospitals in 
the country, especially being a teaching and research hospital. 
Faye Silverstein, the head of pediatric neurology met with 
us immediately after we filled out our intake questions and 
explained Steven’s symptoms. She told us what her assumptions 
were and had him undergo an EEG. An electroencephalogram 
is a test that measures and records the amount of activity 
taking place in the brain. Tons of electrodes are placed on 
the head of the person, or in this case infant, and they are 
left there for approximately an hour or so until the test has 
completed itself. In Steven’s case some of these tests were left 
on for longer periods of time so they could see what happened 
when he had the jerking movements I had described. They also 
video recorded his EEGs and other behaviors so they could see 
exactly what I was describing in my intake questions.

 

“
IN 1996, 
DOCTORS 

WERE 
LESS 

THAN KIND 
ABOUT 

THE 
MIRACLE 

OF A BABY 
WHEN IN 
RELATION 
TO A 15 

YEAR OLD 
PATIENT.

”
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After several EEGs and a MRI (magnetic resonance 
imaging) we were given a diagnosis. Steven had infantile 
spasms. Infantile spasms is a rare form of epilepsy that 
is brought on by an epilepsy syndrome known as West 
Syndrome and is characterized by the child having 
infantile spasms, developmental regression, and chaotic 
brain waves or activity. We knew something was off 
because he was not reaching the milestones described to 
me in the baby books or my parenting textbooks, but we 
were not clear on the cause. Now we had an answer. The 
treatment for this was corticosteroids. In Steven’s case 
they gave him AZHT, the same steroid they give to AIDS 
patients to help them build up their strength. 

 This is where it becomes problematic to be 
a teen mom. You can be physically ready and you can 
psych yourself into believing that you are mentally ready 
but when you are not legally old enough to get your ears 
pierced without your parents’ permission, but you have 
to make life-altering decisions for another human being. 
They told me that with the seizures, Steven could be 
developmentally delayed, that he may never crawl or walk, 
or that he could have problems that would make learning 
in regular school difficult. The steroids themselves could 
present their own problems including infection at the 
injection site, gout, sensitivity to sunlight, and possible 
blindness from the AZHT. After consulting with my 
parents and the team of doctors at U of M hospital, we 
decided to go ahead with the treatment. I had to learn 
how to take his blood pressure because I would have to 
do that twice a day. I had to learn how to give him the 
injections of steroids. I drew a grid of nine dots on each 
of his chubby upper thighs and alternate which leg got 
the shot each day. Despite my 4.0 GPA, I was not a doctor 
and they always sent a trendy med student down to my 
room to dumb things down for me so I could understand 
what was taking place each day. 

 Steven was in the hospital for seven days. At U 
of M pediatric ward, they place infants in rooms with 
older teens so that two infants won’t wake each other 
up and the teens can handle the idea of a baby being in 
the room with them without trying to touch it the way 
a younger child might try and help. Steven was placed 
in the room with two boys; one had a heart murmur 
and the other had been stabbed in the leg. As a parent, 
I was allowed to stay in the room with my child, but the 
parents of the other two boys in the room were furious 
because there would be a teenaged girl sleeping in the 
room with their sons overnight for the better part of a 
week. What was I supposed to do? Leave my six month 
old child alone in the hospital because they were worried 
about my obviously promiscuous self trying to make 
a love connection at the hospital. This is just another 
hurdle I had to overcome in order to be taken seriously 
as a parent and not just a child with a kid of her own. 

 After three months of steroid shots, Steve’s 
seizures stopped. He was seizure free for four years and 
then developed partial-complex seizures for which more 
trips to University of Michigan hospital were necessary. 
He was given Topamax© and later Depakote© to help 
with these seizures. After five years, at the age of ten, we 
stopped all medications and he has been seizure free for 
almost nine years. He did develop learning disabilities 
and was placed in a classroom for emotionally impaired 
students. Being young and sitting in an IEP meeting 
(Individualized Education Plan) with educators, social 
workers, counselors, and principals staring at you 
explaining what is wrong with your child, what they need 
from you as a parent, and how to proceed to make the 
best of their school years is intimidating when you are 
a 21 year old mother. 
You still feel like you 
are in the principal’s 
office being scolded 
for something you 
did wrong. While the 
doctors have assured 
me this form of 
epilepsy was a genetic 
thing and could not 
have been prevented, I 
always wonder if it is 
my fault for not getting 
the proper prenatal 
care and hiding my 
pregnancy from 
everyone for so long. 

 This spring, 
Steven graduated 
from Jackson High School. I could not have been more 
proud to be there watching my son, who had overcome 
so many struggles throughout his school years, receive 
his diploma, hug the principal and superintendent and 
be seated with his graduating class of 2015. Being his 
mom also made me want to become a liaison between 
the parents and the technical jargon the teachers use. 
I decided to go back to school to become a special 
education teacher in the field of Emotional Impairment. 
I think it is important to the parents to know they are not 
alone and the person in the classroom with their child is 
sympathetic to their needs and willing to answer their 
questions and work with them to make sure their child 
is getting the most from their educational experience. 
More importantly, it is a testimony to other teen moms 
that they can do it. They can have a child before they 
are ready and it is not a death sentence, but it is hard. 
The rewards come, but you do not always recognize them 
until you look back and see all the successes despite the 
hardships. Steven and I grew up together and I could not 
be more proud of how far we have come.   &
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AT 23 YEARS OLD, I had the world at my feet. I was newly married and 
ready to put my new college degree to good use. I was healthy, and then the 
next minute, I wasn’t. At 23, my body failed me. 

What a way to begin a story. But it gets better, so hang with me. 

 Everyone has awoken feeling sick before, and that is how my 
story began. I woke up feeling dizzy and weak. As the day progressed, my 
symptoms worsened until my husband, Justin, took me to the ER. I felt 
it was unnecessary but was too weak to fight him. As I crumbled to the 
ground on the way to the hospital I realized he had been right to take me. 
I was too dizzy to stand, let alone walk. Justin had to carry me to the car, 
drive to the entrance, and find a wheelchair to get me into the hospital.

 As he wheeled me in, my eyes were closed, but I peeked at the 
nurse when she shot out of her seat and said, “Honey, you're yellow. How 
long has she been like this?” From there the questions didn't stop.

 I was pumped with new blood, questioned incessantly, and finally, 
left to rest. The hours felt like days. All I was really conscious of was Justin 
in the chair near me, with his worried expression that always makes him 
look grumpy. I recall the awful fluorescent lights, so typical of any hospital. 
Eventually they decided to send me to a bigger hospital, better equipped to 
help me. The decision triggered an unnerving thought: there is something 
seriously wrong. 

 In the middle of the night, I was transported by ambulance to 
Vidant Medical Center, where we spent the next two weeks. My mom 
came from Pennsylvania to be with us, spending Mother's Day worrying 
over me. There were a lot of needles, tests, questions. A lot of sleepless 
nights filled with blood pressure checks and pokes. A lot of waiting. And 
finally, the words came; the words that would change me, my family, and 
my worldview forever. “We think you have a rare liver disease called PSC, 
Primary Sclerosing Cholangitis.”

 We learned that PSC is a chronic bile duct disease that damages 
the bile ducts inside and outside the liver. The ducts become inflamed 
leading to scarring and blockages. This prevents bile from flowing out of 
the liver, causing liver cirrhosis. Some cases are fast moving, like mine, 
while others transpire over many years. The cause is unknown, there is no 
cure, and the only effective treatment is a liver transplant.

 The information came too quickly. I was just trying to push 
through my immediate thought, “I'm going to die,” when the doctor rolled 
into the next stunner: “You will need a liver transplant.” 

 I am happy to report that I did not die. My body tried to, but I'm 
still very much alive. And this where the story gets good.

 When you need a liver transplant, you must be evaluated to 
determine if you truly need a liver, and if you are a good candidate for 
transplant. The evaluation process is extensive. For 3 days, I drove to the 
hospital and underwent physical, financial, and psychological testing. The 
questions they ask in the psychological evaluation are golden. Questions 
like, “Are you anxious about needing a liver transplant?” No, I'm fine. It's 
no big deal… Who comes up with these questions, anyway?   ›
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 I passed the tests. I questioned that inwardly, 
but doctors know best, right? I waited on the transplant 
waiting list for months. I got sicker, yellower, and itchier 
from the bile building up in my body. I tried medications 
to help the itch, to no avail. I snapped at my husband for 
no reason because the constant itching put me on edge, it 
took over my mind. I was indescribably tired all the time, 
even upon waking. I was emotionally spent from trying 
to live when my body didn't have the energy to. I felt 
guilty for being sick, for worrying everyone. I answered 
absurd questions like “Why are you yellow?” Questions 
that I didn’t realize could ever be asked. I continued 
working for a few months, but finally had to stop when 
I pushed myself too hard and ended up in the hospital. I 
desperately wanted to continue living as I had before, but 

eventually had to accept that my body could not keep up. 
I felt like a shell of who I used to be.

 I spent a few months waiting for the phone to 
ring, willing my doctor to call with the bittersweet news 
that someone had died and their liver was a match for 
me. I was on constant alert, not caring that my phone’s 
ringer volume was on full blast even in church services 
and sleeping with my phone next to my head. I wished 
against all that is natural for my lab numbers to worsen 
so that I could move up on the transplant list.

 After a few months at a standstill, my hepatologist 
suggested a living donor. It is remarkable, but because 
the liver regenerates, living donation is possible for many 
people. Well, to put it frankly, I hated this idea. But when 
you're slowly dying, and the numbers aren't reflecting 
your poor health accurately, and there aren't enough 
livers to go around, and God works on your heart… One 
can change their mind. And with time, I relented.

 This new plan required me to be listed at a 
different hospital – one that performed living donor 
transplants. We chose the Hospital of the University of 
Pennsylvania in Philadelphia. Once I was officially listed 
there, potential living donors could come forward for 
additional information and testing. 

I had a living liver donor. Her name 
is Madalyn and she is my hero.

 Maddie is an old friend. I grew 
up in a small town where everyone 
knows everyone, to a fault. We were 
the type of friends with many ties – 
volleyball, church, shared classes, the 
same ex-boyfriend… Yes, I'm serious. 
After graduating, when we were 
both in town, we’d meet for coffee, 
a shared love of ours. Months would 
pass with no communication, but we 
considered each other good friends. 
It was during one of those gaps in 
communication that I received a text 
from Maddie.

 “Hi! I was wondering how I 
could be tested to be your donor?”

 I checked the name again. 
Maddie. I had read it right. She 
wanted to give me half her LIVER? 
Maddie was a single mom, finishing 

college, about to become a teacher. She was too busy and 
too young and too everything to do something so huge.

 Later, Maddie told me that she's heard God’s 
voice twice, in a supernatural, almost audible way. The 
first was when she was pregnant but unaware; God 
told her she was pregnant. Sure enough she was. This 
time, she heard Him tell her, “You need to be tested to 
be Amanda's donor.” Immediately she balked. With a 
toddler, college, and an impending job search, there was 
just no way. But God didn't relent, so she took a giant 
step in faith and reached out to me.
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 Although she was not the only potential 
donor, Maddie was what the doctors called my “target 
candidate.” She was young, healthy, and the correct blood 
type. At one point in the testing, the doctors remarked 
that Maddie’s liver was exceptionally large, as if it was 
made to be donated. We had smiled at that, saying, “Well, 
that’s because it was.”

 At long last, we received official word that I 
would receive 65% of Madalyn's liver on August 11, 2015. 
She was the perfect match. This gave us two months to 
prepare. It doesn't sound like a lot of time, but when you 
are simultaneously excited, exhausted, sick, scared, and 
ready… it is long enough.

 A liver transplant calls for an early morning. It 
also calls for no sleep the night before. One of my dearest 
memories is sitting in the lobby of the transplant house 
the night before, deliriously tired with Madalyn and our 
moms. We were good and sleepy for surgery the next 
morning, which lasted five hours for Madalyn and seven 
for me. 

 I don't remember much of the first two days 
post-transplant due to the anesthesia’s after-effects and 
the strong pain medication. I know I slept a lot. Later, I 
was told I was given to the choice to either walk from my 
stretcher to the hospital bed, or have someone transfer 
me. Apparently I elected to walk, which makes me proud. 
I have pictures from this time that I do not remember 
being taken, that I had insisted on. Even drugged 
Amanda wanted to capture every moment.

 After one day, we were moved from the ICU to 
the transplant floor, and on day two, I saw Maddie for 
the first time. We were exhausted. Her visit lasted all of 
5 minutes, before she was waddling back to her room 
down the hall. At the beginning, everything seemed to 
take so much effort, even keeping our eyes open. 

 The hospital days were filled with reading, 
physical therapy, HGTV, and sleep. Each time the 
nurses came in with medications, they would quiz me 
on each pill and its function. The most important were 
the anti-rejection medications, which suppress the 
immune system so it does not attack the new, “foreign” 
liver. For this reason, it is imperative that I take anti-
rejection medication for the remainder of my life. At 
first, all pain medicine was administered through a self-

controlled pain pump, but I was soon transitioned to oral 
medication. 

 After one week, Maddie was released from 
the hospital. On day 9, I followed, along with three 
bile drains. Because neither of us lived locally, we were 
released to the transplant house, located four blocks from 
the hospital. We stayed there for 2 months, reporting 
back often for labs and check-ups. Each appointment 
held new milestones: weight gained, drains removed, 
medications adjusted. The rest of our time was spent 
exploring Philadelphia, mostly on foot. Walking takes a 
lot of core strength, so the going was slow at first, but we 
grew stronger each day.

 Eventually we all returned to “real life.” I 
returned to North Carolina, excited to see Justin who had 
returned to work three weeks after my surgery. Balloons 
and streamers littered the house for my homecoming. It 
was a party to celebrate a new life.

 As I write this, I am nearly a year post-transplant. 
The recovery process has not been without bumps, but 
I feel I have conquered the worst of it. I have done the 
hard parts: the waiting, the uncertainty, the surgery, and 
the first big virus after transplant. While I will always 
be monitored, and there is a small possibility of my PSC 
returning, there is also a huge possibility that it will not. 
So I choose to view my life for what it is - an amazing 
second chance. I am not the person I used to be; I lost 
the girl I was in May of 2014 when the letters “PSC” were 
uttered. But I have gained more than I ever imagined. I 
have a greater appreciation for life. I am utterly in love 
with feeling like a human being. I love waking up each 
morning and remembering that my liver works. I can 
take long walks with my husband. I can climb mountains. 
I have dreams that I can actually work towards and see 
with stars in my eyes, without an inner fear that I won't 
reach them. I have a future. And it is all due to the Lord, 
my donor, and my surgeons. I am forever indebted.

If you are an organ donor, thank you. You are a hero. If you 
are not, please consider becoming one at www.donatelife.
net. You can save up to 8 lives and enhance the lives of 
hundreds.

If you would like to learn more about PSC, www.
pscpartners.com is an excellent resource.  &

I HAD A LIVING LIVER DONOR. 
HER NAME IS MADALYN AND SHE IS MY HERO.
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WHEN YOU GET married you expect it to last forever. You make a 
commitment to share life with someone and start a family and dream about 
the life you’ll lead together as you grow old alongside one another. Never 
do you expect that person to come to you one day out of the blue and say 
they no longer wanted the life that you’ve created together. That is exactly 
what happened to me. To say it came as a shock is an understatement, but 
as the months have passed since that moment I am left with a lot of clarity 
and strength as a woman and as a mother, and I firmly believe everything 
happens for a reason. Throughout this experience, I’ve come to find joy 
in a circumstance that to most, and even to myself at one point, seemed 
really unfortunate or unfathomable. Over the course of time I have come 
to be very thankful for the growth it’s caused within me and I’ve become so 
excited for all the future holds for me and my boys.

 When I first met and married my soon-to-be ex-husband, I thought 
that I had found someone who would keep my heart safe and who would 
care for me forever. Over the years following when we first got married, 
I sacrificed a lot of those hopes as he slowly stopped pursuing me and 
treating me like he had before, which I chalked up to growing comfortable 
and a little stagnant within our marriage and the routine we had fallen 
into. Eventually I gave up on any hope of that happening anymore and we 
grew apart. But I still never thought or expected that would lead to divorce, 
which was something I never wanted for myself. I held onto hope that he 
would come around again, would snap out of it and agree to counseling 
and miss what we had had before. But instead what he chose was to walk 
away.   

 When he left us, everything I knew as normal in my world 
completely unraveled. I was a stay at home mother to my twin boys, Liam 
and Noah, who were 15 months old at the time and was suddenly placed 
into a situation where I had no income or anywhere to live. I am so thankful 
to have parents who were so willing to help us in our time of need, and 
took us in to live with them. So just like that, six days after he decided he 
had had enough, we were packed in a car and moving halfway across the 
country to live in the town I grew up in on the outskirts of Los Angeles.  

ON MY

http://kellyandthemisters.blogspot.com
http://www.lizannephotography.net/
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 There was a lot of getting used to in that 
time, and things went from pleasant to ugly and 
back again as the adjustments were made. My main 
focus was protecting my boys and ensuring that 
their life remained as normal as possible amidst the 
chaos that we had been swept up into. I am so proud 
to say that they adjusted so well, and really began 
to thrive within their new home, and that was the 
starting point of me really opening my eyes to the 
situation we had been in during my marriage and the 
toxic environment I had them living in for the first 
year and a half of their life. I had begun to realize 
that the home life we’d been living had turned into 
one of resentment and lacked in love, and that is 
something that I never wanted my children to grow 
up in when I dreamt of being a mama someday. It 
blew my mind that I was so caught up in caring for 
my little boys that I never saw what had been in 
front of me all along, though they themselves had 
seen it. When we finally got out of that situation, 
I began to blossom, which encouraged the boys to 
bloom as well. They started to open up more, play 
more, talk more and love more, because I’ve been 
able to show them how to do those things with 
abandon. That was the beginning of me finding joy 
in a seemingly unfortunate circumstance. 

 The decision to move back in with my 
parents was both tough but necessary. Since I had 
been a stay at home mom, all of my income was 
dependent upon my husband as I looked after the 
boys and kept up with the house. Suddenly that 
was all gone, and I found myself in a very needy 
situation that I was not comfortable being in at 26 
years old and as someone who had been doing life 
on her own for years. But being back home with my 
parents has been the biggest blessing and it’s made 
me grow a lot as a person the last few months. I am 
thankful for the boys to have gotten to spend every 
day with their grandparents and getting to know 
them. I am thankful for the built-in babysitters I 
have right here at home for when I need to catch a 
break, which is such a blessing as a single parent. I 
am thankful for the roof they have placed over our 
heads and how much they’ve helped me pick up all 
of the pieces. I will be forever grateful for them and 
I hope one day I can repay them for all that they’ve 
done. 

Since becoming a single mother, my eyes have been 
opened to just how common my situation is, in a 
world full of hopeful couples coming together in 
marriage and having children. Needless to say, I 
don’t understand why it’s so easy for people to give 
up on these things and to just walk out on their 
families without even trying to make it work. But 

this situation has made me a stronger person and 
I love that I can walk with these other women as 
they become stronger as well. I’ve been able to help 
countless ladies already through my social media 
outlets, just by sharing my story and sharing my 
growth, which has been an amazing experience and 
I look forward to being able to share our journey 
coming full circle, and finding someone who will 
love the three of us unconditionally and get the 
family that I’ve always wanted with someone who 
will cherish me and my boys. 

I hope someday to be able to find love again. A love 
that will be everlasting and never cease to amaze 
me, a love that is straight out of the fairytale books. 
I won’t let what happened to me get in the way of 
those hopes and those dreams. I know that type of 
love exists out there.  I have to believe that for myself 
and for my boys. I know I am a better woman for 
what has happened, and will be able to carry that 
into my next relationship. I’d love to experience 
pregnancy again someday and have a houseful of 
laughter, bare-feet padding through the halls and 
countless adventures. These are the things I cling 
onto for hope when I have the days where my world 
feels so dark and far from ever getting better. And I 
know that it’s out there, its just a matter of finding it 
when the time is right. Until that day, I will continue 
to grow as a person and raise my boys up on my 
own to be gentlemen - men who will cherish what 
is right in front of them and never let go. 

There is still a lot of unknown in regards to this 
divorce, since it’s still an ongoing process. It 
definitely is the hardest and most trying thing I 
have been through to date, but I know there are 
better things out there for us in the future and 
everything happens for a reason. That thought is 
what is keeping me going in all of this, aside from 
the need to be strong for my little Liam and Noah. 
Things are far from being over for us right now, 
but I have faith that things will also continue to get 
easier. Our situation has been a little different than 
most, since I haven’t had to experience joint custody 
or sending my children off to spend time with him 
quite yet, which is something I am dreading if the 
court decides to rule that way, since I never wanted 
to be apart from my children. But I know if it comes 
to that, we will find a way to get through those 
times. I know there is hope for us yet, no matter 
what that will look like, for the three of us to get the 
happy ending we deserve. For now, we will continue 
following the course life has put us on, my little 
boys and I, and continue to grow into the people we 
are intended to be as the three of us, while we hope 
for the greatness that is in our future.   ✴
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I KNOW THERE IS HOPE FOR US YET

NO MATTER WHAT THAT WILL LOOK LIKE

WORDS & IMAGES BY KELLY RASH
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CARING FOR DAD

ROLE
REVE   SALR

WORDS & IMAGES PROVIDED BY LEIGH BROADWAY
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DAD LOVED TO take long, brisk walks before dinner 
after a demanding day on the job. He became a familiar 
sight in his neighborhood and on occasion, his neighbors 
would tell me they had witnessed Dad’s nightly ritual of 
walking down his block in long, spry, rhythmic strides 
as if he didn’t have a care in the world. Dad was a proud 
Navy man during World War II and was tremendously 
conscious of remaining physically fit. His nightly exercise 
routine would later prove instrumental in sustaining his 
physical condition over the next several years despite 
his declining health. As a little girl I perceived my Dad 
as being strong and invincible, and I never imagined I 
would assume the role of becoming his primary caregiver.

 This phenomenon of “role reversals” began in 
1997 as Dad’s health began a steep and sudden decline. 
During my weekly visits to his home I noticed that Dad’s 
appetite and energy level had begun to wane, and that he 
had lost interest in managing the daily activities of his 
life. For the next three years I would prepare his meals 
at my apartment during the week, freeze small portions 
and stock his refrigerator. We spent time together on the 
weekends eating a good home cooked meal and watching 
the most hilarious 1960’s and 1970’s sitcoms. Dad and I 
were becoming acquainted with a new way of life and we 
were becoming reacquainted with one another. 

 We were never very close while I was growing 
up in the 60s’ and 70s’ and I was beginning to encounter 
another facet of Dad’s personality I had not experienced 
during my childhood. Dad had an amazing sense of 
humor, a brilliant intellect, and deep insights into life. 
He would share fascinating stories of our family history, 
much of which was unknown to me until I took the time 
to listen to a man who seldom shared his feelings and 
thoughts openly.

 After three long, challenging years of caring 
for Dad at his home, it became evident, because of his 
major health issues, that he would require a higher, more 

consistent, level of care on a daily basis. The process of 
making another transition was extremely difficult for 
Dad and it was heartbreaking to watch him relinquish 
the comfort and familiarity of his surroundings. After 
several weeks of difficult discussions we made plans to 
search for a safe, comfortable and warm environment. 
We were able to locate a wonderful new home for Dad 
within 30 days and thus began the process of packing and 
moving him into his new home.

 Dad was more of an introvert than an extrovert 
and it took him some time to become assimilated into his 
new environment. It was a small community with more 
ladies than men and this made Dad exceptionally happy! 
He never remarried after Mom passed away in 1976 and 
he was always looking for someone special. I found out 
that he had made friends with a sweet little lady across 
from his apartment and that he carried her groceries 
and delivered her newspaper to her front door every 
morning. This was my Dad, a very private and sensitive 
man with a generous heart. 

 During my weekly visits with Dad we would 
watch television, and eat really good food! Dad was a 
“Foodie” before the term was coined. I loved to cook and 
Dad loved to eat. We both shared a love of history and we 
spent many hours watching every program he could find 
about Germany and German Culture. Dad had a large 
collection of hats from the WWII and we actually laid 
him to rest with a German U-Boat Captains hat - one of 
his favorite hats from his extensive collection.

 Caregiving was a long, hard and bittersweet 
journey which my Dad and I embarked upon together. 
There were days when I didn’t think I could sit through 
another doctor’s appointment, sift through another pile 
of insurance papers, or spar with another doctor over my 
Dad’s extensive list of medications. In retrospect, I would 
care for my Dad all over again, just to sit with him and 
watch another silly 1970’s sitcom for one more day.   &
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OF WOMEN
WORDS & IMAGES BY L. BIRD
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WE ARE ALL a daughter, a sister, a mother, a 
wife, a friend. From childhood, on the way to 
becoming a woman, we learn from others. They 
can become positive models that we admire or, on 
the contrary, people we thought we would never be. 
As a photographer, I aspire to document the life of 
women. 

 This project “Fragments of a Woman’s Life” 
is composed through a series. Each series tells about 
the story of a real and ordinary moment, lived by a 
woman.  With time, the idea is to collect pieces of 
experiences that women live. 

 The women I take photographs of can be 
from seven to eighty years old. The event, even if it 
is an ordinary one, must say something about the 
woman living it but it is also a portrait of what it is to 
be a woman these days. This event can tell about love, 
family, personal challenges, work, anything in a way 
which makes a woman who she is or would like to be.

 These series are documented by ten diptychs 
with a short story inspired by them. I wanted these 
women who trust me to stay anonymous. Nothing 
is told about who they really are. The only thing we 
know is what the photographs capture about this 
fragment of their life. In that way, this storytelling 
project melds photography and literature, explores 
their own borders, flirts with reality and imagination 
without trying to find a reasonable balance between 
them. It also gives to the stories of these women a 
universal meaning.

 'April In Paris’ is the first series of the project 
“Fragments of a Woman’s Life”. In Paris, on a Saturday, 
a woman is preparing herself to meet a man. She’s 
known him for a while, although they have only been 
polite acquaintances, not even friends. With time, his 
relationship to her, and not knowing what he really 
feels for her, comes to her mind more often than she 
would like. She has tried to fight against this strange 
phenomenon, this increasing sensation it reveals, but 
there is nothing she can do but let it take the place it 
claims.  This afternoon, she’s experiencing the thrill 
of this coming moment, fed by her suspended hopes 
that something will happen. In just a few hours they 
will meet; this event is appearing to be a date.

 This project is not an answer about what we 
can question as women sometimes, it is a document 
which just tries to illustrate what it is to be a woman, 
how a woman builds herself facing moments she goes 
through, whatever the nature of these moments.   &
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I AM SOMEONE who truly wants to do all the things. If I 
get an idea, my initial instinct is to jump in, try it and see 
how it works. I like to try most things for the experience 
of it and I’m always willing to jump in headfirst with no 
looking back.

 Back in 2012, I actually took a stab at creating 
my first TV show on public access TV and to be real 
with you…it was horrible. No really, I’m talking insanely 
bad. I actually had PowerPoint’s that I would read for 30 
minutes straight on-camera; boring and unflattering. 
Occasionally I would have guests on, but most of the 
time, I just wasn’t committed enough to scheduling a 
guest once a month. My show was pretty much whenever 
I wanted it to be and I was so wrapped up in so many 
things that it lacked true quality. 

 As with everything though, I chalked that up as 
a learning experience (and also prayed hard that no one 
ever see those videos again!)

 I wasn’t sure if I would ever create a TV show 
again, but after my book, Food Guilt No More, launched 
in 2015, I found myself on media tour after media tour. 
Anytime I was speaking or traveling, I was booking a TV 
segment. Eventually, I started loving the process of it all. 
Developing segment ideas was such fun storytelling.

 After my book tour wrapped up, I realized how 
far I had come in the TV world. I was more confident 
on-camera, loved coming up with creative segments and 
got a true sense of what different TV stations around the 
United States were doing.

 It was then that I decided, it was time to create 
a new show that reflected this new growth and passion. I 
wanted this show to focus on quality, great guests and the 
time commitment a quality show deserved. 

 This all led me to create my new TV show, The 
Zest. I think of the show as a local “Dr. Oz meets Wendy 
Williams” except with a hefty dose of dry sarcasm and 
maybe even an occasional rap about how beans and 
greens keep your intestines clean. Heck, my first day of 
filming included a adorable chocolate lab that ate all the 
treats on set. I like to keep things interesting.

 As with any starting project, there is a lot of 
upfront work. I had to think about everything from set-
design, to video editing to booking guests and everything 
in-between. 

 So far it’s been an extremely fun and rewarding 
process. I’ve had the opportunity to meet amazing guests 
from all over the country and work on something that I 
feel will truly give value to the viewer. Since there is such 
a wide-range of guests on the show, I hope that everyone 
can find a little nugget of information that will change 
their health, their home or even just their day.

 As for the future of the show, I would eventually 
like to bring on sponsors, expand the set-design and 
take the show on the road to various conferences and 
events. But most importantly, I hope to learn and build 
upon what’s been created to continuously give viewers 
something to come back to every week.   &

TELEVISION STAR
LINDSEY SMITH STARTED HER OWN TELEVISION SHOW AFTER FALLING IN LOVE 
WITH THE PROCESS WHILE ON A MEDIA TOUR FOR HER BOOK, FOOD GUILT NO 

MORE.  HER NEW SHOW, THE ZEST, EXPLORES HER INTERESTS IN HEALTH, HOME, 
AND INSPIRATION.

WORDS & IMAGES BY LINDSEY SMITH

http://foodmoodgirl.com/
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THERE ARE TINY MOMENTS throughout 
life that will forever stay in our memories. The 
ones that are filled with emotion; emotion that 
vibrates down to your very core. The ones that 
call upon every ounce of strength in your body. 
These moments are almost unbearable at the 
time, but once they pass, they stay with you 
forever. 

 In May 2015, my younger brother was 
complaining of a persistent cough. After a few 
weeks, he decided to see his doctor who told 
him that it was likely viral and to come back if 
it got worse. After a week, there was no change, 
but appointments with the doctor weren’t easy 
to arrange so he visited a walk-in clinic. There 
he was given a puffer and sent home. Not even 
a week later, he was in the hospital. The entire 
left side of his body was swollen, he couldn’t 
breathe properly, and was coughing with every 
word he spoke. 

 I found out he was in the hospital on 
Facebook, of all places. Immediately I called 
him and he explained what was going on. It 
didn’t sound good and I was terrified - but my 
brother, young and invincible, didn’t think it 
was a big deal. 

 I remember crying that afternoon. 
Something felt completely off about the 
situation and I was worried for him. My 
partner, Mike, told me it’d be alright and there 
was no point in dwelling on it too much until 
we knew what it was. I asked my mom to give 
me a call when she knew more. They suspected 
pneumonia, or some other virus, but nothing 
life-threatening.

 Later that night, my phone rang. It was 
my mom with the news. 

“So what did you find out?”
“It’s… not good...” and after a few moments of 
silence, “he has lymphoma...It’s cancer.”

 She explained that he couldn’t breathe 
because one of his lungs and the surrounding 
cavity was filled with fluid - an entire 7 litres 
(or 1.85 gallons). I still can’t understand how 
that much liquid could be in one person’s body, 
let alone his chest. The left side of his body 
was swollen because he’d had a blood clot in 
his neck - a side-effect of the lymphoma. The 
persistent cough was a result of a 3-inch-long 
tumor in his chest, right behind his sternum. 

My first thought was my 22-year old baby 
brother is going to die. 

 Yes, I am aware that it was extreme. 
But I was worried. That night I cried more 
than I had in a really, really long time. It was 
a different cry - devastation, shock. I’d go from 
numbness to falling apart within the span of 
seconds. I just couldn’t believe it. “My brother 
has cancer” felt so completely foreign and 
wrong. Cancer has taken my grandparents 
from me. Cancer cannot take my brother from 
me, too. 

 Not long after being admitted to the 
hospital, we got a diagnosis: Diffuse Large 
B-Cell Non-Hodgkin’s Lymphoma. It’s an 
aggressive form of the cancer, which explained 
how his symptoms escalated so quickly. We 
were told that if he hadn’t been forced into the 
hospital by his roommate, he would have been 
dead in a matter of days.   ›
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 Those two weeks at the hospital were scary. He 
ended up in the ICU twice because his oxygen levels 
dipped too low; he was put on a respirator to help him 
breathe. Honestly, I’d never seen anyone so strong look so 
helpless; it brought tears to my eyes every time I looked 
too closely. My mother and father were there with him 
every single day. I could tell they were completely worn-
out too. I asked how they were sleeping, and like me, 
they weren’t really sleeping.

 When he finally started to mend and breathe 
well on his own, he was able to go home. With a plan for 
six rounds of chemotherapy, we knew he’d be battling 
this for a while to come. Lucky for him, he is incredibly 
strong. He continued working his summer job, but 
cut back his hours to two days a week. He fully 
expected to finish his last semester at school in 
the fall, and didn’t want to lose out on “real life” 
just because he was going through chemo. This 
alone speaks to his attitude about his diagnosis. 
He wouldn’t let cancer ruin him; he would keep 
on fighting for a normal life. Cancer was just an 
inconvenience. We all supported his positive 
attitude and were uplifted by it as well.

 In many ways, that attitude did, and 
continues, to serve him well. In some ways, 
not so much. Although he was always quite 
active, he was never a particularly healthy 
eater. I made an effort to come by his 
apartment once a week and make him a 
healthy dinner, and always made sure 
he had leftovers in case he became too 
tired to make dinner himself. I enjoyed 
spending this time with him, checking 
in with him weekly. It was nice, considering we 
hadn’t been seeing much of each other with school and 
work. 

 He fought through his six rounds of chemo 
like a total champ. Being completely inundated with 
steroids, blood thinners, and chemotherapy drugs, he 
had no side effects except some fatigue and hair loss. 
Because he reacted so positively to the chemo, the 
doctors suspected the cancer was responding. My family 
and I were positive.

 When they did the follow-up CT scan after 
his chemo, his tumor had shrunk - but it had stopped 
responding to chemo partway through the process. 
Radiation was the next step. Within weeks he was going 
through daily radiation treatments at the hospital, 
which ran right up until about Christmas. Because 
the radiation continued to work in the body after the 
final appointment, his follow-up MRI wasn’t for three 
months.   ›

HE WOULDN’T LET CANCER RUIN HIM; 
HE WOULD KEEP ON FIGHTING FOR A 
NORMAL LIFE. CANCER WAS JUST AN 

INCONVENIENCE. 

“
“
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 During those three months, he started to get 
back to normal life and we breathed another sigh of 
hopeful relief. 

 Until one day he noticed another lump. The MRI 
was advanced, and we found out he had a new, 3-inch-
long lump forming in his chest. The first chemotherapy 
didn’t completely kill the cancer, and when they started 
radiation, the new tumor formed just outside of the 
irradiated zone. It was missed and started to grow.

 It was just one more blow. We were starting 
to realize that this cancer wouldn’t give up easy and 
had its own agenda. The next step was a more intense 
chemotherapy and a stem cell transplant. By this point, 
he’d moved home, thankfully. The second round of 
chemotherapy was stronger and tougher on his body, so 
it was good he had the support of my parents to take 
care of him and provide him with proper meals during 
the day. We were warned, though, that this dose of 
chemotherapy would likely make him sterile. So in the 
midst of fighting this absolutely awful disease, he was 
likely robbed of the ability to have children, too. 

 Finally they started preparing him for a stem 
cell transplant, but the tumor had grown back and 
they needed to do another round - a third round - of 
chemotherapy. At that point, I was tested to see if I 
was a match and could donate my bone marrow to 
him. I wasn’t. Another blow. After the third round of 
chemo, doctors moved forward with the first stem 
cell transplant. Because I wasn’t a match, they used 
his own bone marrow. Knowing it would likely be less 
effective than someone healthy, it was also the quickest 
and easiest option to keep the cancer under “control”. 
Chances are, it wouldn’t work completely and he would 
need to find a stem cell marrow donor down the road. 
The only downside is the road to recovery after a stem 
cell transplant is tough. Daily hospital appointments 
for bloodwork, complete fatigue, hair loss, nausea, and 
generally feeling like absolute garbage - all expected to 
last for weeks. With each treatment he’s hit harder and 
harder, but somehow he comes out stronger than the 
doctors predict. He’s a fighter, and we’re all so grateful 
for it. 

 Where do we stand today? He’s recovering 
from his first transplant and the doctors are waiting to 
see how he responds before determining if he needs a 
donor. Now 23 years old, my brother continues to fight. 
The cancer is aggressive and incredibly persistent, but 
his positive attitude and belief in himself has given him 
the upper hand in this battle so far. Though the battle 
isn’t over, we all continue to remain positive because he 
embodies positivity and strength.   ›
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 Through this entire process, I can’t imagine 
being in my brother’s shoes. He’s had to give up almost 
all control of his life to this disease. Lack of control 
does not sit well with my type-A personality. I would 
need to do at least something to feel as if I’m making a 
difference - for example, eating a clean diet, removing 
added stress from my life, and seeing a naturopath for 
supplementary, holistic cancer support. I firmly believe 
that food can heal and harm, and that we can generally 
choose the life we want based on how we treat our 
body. My brother feels the exact opposite - he doesn’t 
want to be a slave to the disease, and wants to continue 
living a normal life - the same life he was living before 
he got sick. Not until almost a year later did he take 
my advice and see a naturopath, but even still, he is 
generally unwilling to make big changes. Although a 
healthy diet may not cure his cancer alone, it has great 
powers to support the body with the nutrients and 
energy that it needs to fight this battle even harder. It’s 
been impossible to convince him to see this side - but 
it’s his battle to fight, not mine. Learning to accept and 
respect that has been challenging. Did I mention we’re 
both incredibly stubborn? 

 Watching a loved one fight cancer is 
heartbreaking. I can bet that almost every single one 
of you knows exactly what I mean. It may be your 
sibling, your partner, your parents, your grandparents 
or even your children. Cancer doesn’t discriminate and 
has a life of its own. And damn, it’s hard to sit by and 
watch. At first I felt weak for admitting it because I’m 
not the one fighting the disease. But that doesn’t take 
away from the fact that it is true. It is freaking hard to 
sit by and watch your loved one suffer. While we may 
not fight the sickness, we still experience the worry 
and fear and desperate hope that everything will be 
okay. We are watching someone that we care about go 
through the battle of a lifetime. We need to be strong 
for them every day - which we do our absolute best 
to be - but we are bound to feel pain. And that pain is 
okay. Let that sink in for a moment.  You are not alone 
in this.

 As much as I sometimes worry, I am a believer 
that when you put positive vibes into the universe they 
come back to you. I am putting these beliefs to the 
test now, more than ever, in hopes that a miracle will 
heal my brother. The more positive vibes, the better, 
so if you have a spare second to send some positivity 
our way, just know that I will be forever grateful for 
even having us in your thoughts. By the same token, 
I am sending positive vibes to you, dear reader, for 
the hardships that you may be facing in your life. 
No matter what they are, whether they’re a small dip 
in the road, or an inconceivably tall mountain, stay 
positive and believe that everything will be okay.   &
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ALL I DID WAS FALL IN LOVE WITH A BOY.

 It was 1998, and I was 18 years old and about to 
go on a blind date with a gorgeous National Guardsmen. 
I had no idea that 18 years, nine deployments, one 1850 
Victorian rehab, three beautiful children, and temporarily 
moving to four different states, that I would be a military 
wife.

 I fell head over heels in love with this 19-year-old 
boy on my front porch.  He was from a little town an hour 
away, he was funny, smart, and had the most beautiful 
blue eyes. He had recently completed basic training and 
tech school through the Air Force, which at the time 
really didn’t mean that much to me.  He was enrolled in 
college and worked at the Air National Guard base one 
weekend a month, but was basically like any other college 
student. Again, the whole military part really didn’t affect 
me. 

 Then September 11th, 2001 happened. We had 
been dating for almost three years, we were engaged and 
planning a traditional wedding in May of 2003. Everything 
changed that day. This whole aspect of this person that I 
loved came in to focus. He was in the military, his life 
belonged to the United States of America, and they could 
send him wherever they want, whenever they wanted and 
this was something he was proud of. It was an awakening 

for me; did I really know what I was getting into? Did I 
really understand the gravity of the commitment I was 
making not only to this man but also to my country? Did 
I want to live a life with this level of uncertainty? But I 
was in love with this boy, now a man. And yes, yes I was 
willing to take on this life, this commitment, and become 
his military wife. 

 By the grace of God, we made it to our wedding 
day at the ripe old ages of 23 and 25. We were able to 
go on an amazing honeymoon. After which we returned 
to the house we had purchased a couple months before 
the wedding, in his hometown an hour away from my 
family and friends, which had been built in 1850. It was 
a complete rehab, more appropriately a gut job. But that 
is a story for another article. We began to settle in as a 
married couple when about four weeks later we received 
the call we had been dreading for over a year. “You are 
deploying in two weeks.” He left home at 4:00 a.m. on 
a Monday in August. And I learned the true meaning 
of fear and worry. Now this was not the deployments of 
today, with cell phones, established bases, and Facetime. 
This was the beginning of the second Iraq war, with tents, 
limited dial up Internet, and once a week calls from a 
satellite phone that lasted between six and ten minutes 
at a time. And the danger, worry, and fear every time I 
turned on the news. I was scared all the time, scared that 
he would call and I would miss it, scared that he wouldn’t 
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You don’t realize that you have actually been holding your breath since his plane left the ground.

This surge of emotion takes over your body and you feel a release like you have never felt. 
“ “
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call and something had happened to him, and also scared 
because I had never lived on my own, especially in a torn 
apart home with no ceilings and bats everywhere. Again, 
another article all together. 

 It was nine days before I got the static filled phone 
call from 8000 miles away. And it wasn’t as romantic as 
you would think. The entire call was a description of 
what his surroundings were like (not comforting for a 
wife at all) and then on to which bills needed to be paid, 
how much I should pay for a window air conditioner and 
how I shouldn’t pay someone to install it, and then the 
worst part - we are in the middle of a conversation about 
the electric bill (I had never seen or paid one before) and 
the call dropped. I knew he would not be calling back 
because he had just waited in line for over an hour just 
to make the first call and there was a long line of soldiers 
behind him doing the same thing. So I lay down on our 
bed, pressed my face into his pillow, which still smelled 
like him, and cried. I am not sure how long I cried I just 
know that when I finally got it together I had nothing 
left I was completely drained. I never knew I could miss 
a person so much. But I pulled up my big girl panties and 
pressed on. 

 I went to work everyday, which turned out to be 
a wonderful thing for me. I took care of the house, cut 
the grass, raked the leaves, took out the trash, paid the 
bills, and at night I cried and prayed that I wouldn’t be 

attacked by another bat. He would call about once a week, 
and we tried , really tried, we tried to talk like normal, 
like he wasn’t that far away, that I wasn’t screwing up 
the bills, and that I wasn’t so lonely in our home that 
all I wanted to do was move back in with my parents. 
But mostly we argued.  We were both new to the home 
ownership rules and we are both very stubborn, so we 
both felt like we knew what was best. So many times 
we would be discussing something and before we could 
settle anything his time would run out. Leaving us with 
so many things unsaid, and nothing really figured out. 
The next 70 something days went on like this and it felt 
like 300. Until I got THE phone call- the one all military 
wives know.  An automated voice comes on the line and 
says, “Your loved one has safely left the hazardous duty 
zone and will be coming home soon!” 

 You breathe.  You don’t realize that you have 
actually been holding your breath since his plane left the 
ground. This surge of emotion takes over your body and 
you feel a release like you have never felt. Like when you 
get the wind knocked out of you and you are struggling 
for a minute and finally, finally, you take that breath 
and fill your lungs with air. That was a moment I will 
never forget. I fell to my knees, wrapped my arms around 
myself and sobbed. Only this time the tears were joyous, 
and excited. Excited to wrap my arms around him and 
look into those beautiful blue eyes and tell him how 
much I missed him, how very much I loved him, and 
how PROUD I was to be his wife. 

 It took him a week to travel home, and I was 
waiting for him with his parents at the Base for them to 
arrive. It had taken me two hours to get ready, putting 
on my new lingerie from Victoria’s Secret, changing my 
clothes at least a thousand times, and making sure my 
hair was perfect. I was nervous like it was our first date 
again. I could barely contain my excitement and waiting 
for them was torture. Then the plane touched down, the 
cargo door opened, and thirty men and women filed out, 
and then I saw him, across the ramp.  I would know that 
stride and posture anywhere. He was home and he was 
safe. But what came next I could never have predicted. 

He walked straight for us, his face lit up with his huge, 
dopey grin; his mother and I started to cry. He hugged me 
and kissed me first and then his mom, then his dad stuck 
out his hand to extend a handshake filled with pure pride 
and a “job well done son”. He slid his hand into mine like 
we had done a million times before, but it was different. 
It felt different. The warmness that we had always had 
between us, that jovial side that I loved so much seemed 
to be missing. He kept looking in my eyes, I think feeling 
the same things I was. Like “huh, I didn’t expect this”. 
His parents dropped us off at our house and we went 
inside, and we stood there and I don’t think either one of 
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us knew what to do. He began looking around the house, 
taking note of the changes that I made, and things that 
still needed to be done. I followed him around like a lost 
puppy, waiting for him to take the lead, to take me in his 
arms and kiss me…you know that Movie style kiss that 
I had built up in my mind. But he didn’t, the kisses we 
had were forced on my part (feeling a little like kissing 
a stranger) and desperate full of longing on his part. We 
went to bed that night and he held me so close.  We fell 
asleep in each other’s arms just talking. Many nights and 
days followed like that. It took us about a month to get 
back into our groove, to find the rhythm that had always 
come so naturally. But with a lot of patience and tons of 
love we did find our way back there. 

Life never works out the way you plan it.  About two 
months after he returned from the desert he headed back 
for another 120 days, this time starting the second of 
nine deployments in ten years. Within this time frame 
we went through pilot training which was twelve months 
where we got to actually live together in another state 
under the same roof and finally, I always say “Start” 

our marriage.  We had been married three years by this 
time.  We also started our family during this year, the 
first of our three children were born right after we moved 
home. As a family of five we have weathered the ups and 
downs of military life. Our first son learned to walk three 
days after his dad left, our second son would not go to 
his daddy after he had been away on another tour, and 
all three of them learned how to Facetime at the same 
time other kids were learning to talk. Our marriage has 
suffered and strengthened both equally through all of it. 

We are a family that values the little things. Having 
daddy home to help with bath time, or walking to get ice 
cream and being able to hold his hand. We hug a little 
tighter and love a little harder because living with the 
knowledge that he could deploy is always in our hearts. I 
am a military wife, I love my husband, and I am grateful 
every single day for our life together and for the country 
that he serves. I recently saw a quote on a sign that said 
“Live Like He Deploys Tomorrow”. And we do, we really 
do. And all of this is because I fell in love with a boy.   &
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THE HELLO LOVELY PROJECT exists to help 
foster healthy and real self-love through social 
media and change the lies we’ve believed for 
years.
The Hello Lovely Project's mission is to help 
all women discover their amazing but often 
overlooked qualities. 

 This project was birthed out of my own 
struggle to truly love who I am and how I look. 
I spent years fiercely disliking how I looked, and 
spent way too much time worrying about what 
others thought of me. At times it would cripple 
me. For years I wondered if I measured up to 
‘their’ standards, if I was good enough, pretty 
enough or skinny enough. It got to the point 
where something had to change. I wanted to be 
able to do something practical to help encourage 
and build up women who may be feeling the 
exact same way.

 Society and social media’s warped view 
of beauty has a great impact on women’s self-
worth. We live in a world that is constantly 
bombarding woman with 'you're not good 
enough until...' type of messages, which send us 
into panic mode and forces us to think we have to 
do what the media tells us is acceptable or good 
enough. This is just not true, and ultimately not 
helpful. You are already enough, just as you are. 

 I encourage you to join in and be 
expectant that your view can change as you start 
to focus on who you are, instead of who you are 
not.  &
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I REMEMBER TREMBLING while taking the 
pregnancy test. Two blue lines appeared almost 
immediately. My heart was jumping out of my 
chest. We were pregnant...again, and I was so 
worried and anxious that I forgot to feel happy. My 
husband and I had agreed that when it was time 
to start our family, we would freely let it happen, 
even if that meant having our babies close together. 
Yet here I was freaking out about how I was going 
to be a good wife, mother, daughter, friend, etc., 
while raising two children under the age of 2. Elise 
had just turned 9 months old and I enjoyed EVERY 
minute of being pregnant with her. I felt wonderful 
the majority of my pregnancy and never felt more 
womanly and more proud of my body in my life. 
I didn't realize that I'd enjoy being pregnant so 
much. It truly was a beautiful experience and she 
was such an incredible blessing to us! I just kept 
thinking about wanting more time to get to know 
her, how was my body going to handle nursing 
while growing a baby, and when was I going to 
sleep?! I felt incredibly selfish and I was ashamed. 
My husband was reassuring but I could tell that he 
was worried too.   ›

I’M SORRY... THERE’S NO HEARTBEAT
One in four women will suffer a miscarriage 
after becoming pregnant. Sometimes early 
in pregnancy, sometimes when they are 
farther along.  One woman braves the 
anguish to share her experience in joining 
the “secret community” she never wanted 
to be part of.

WORDS BY BRIDGET COUSINO
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 I called my OB/GYN to let them know of my pregnancy and scheduled 
my twelve week appointment. I had major guilt about being so anxious and 
worried. I spent a lot of time assuring the baby that we loved and wanted him/
her. Unfortunately, I felt pretty miserable during this pregnancy and it was 
evident to those closest to me. Elise's first birthday party was at the end of June 
and around my ten week mark so we shared our good news with friends and 
family. That day I also found out that some of our closest friends were expecting 
their second child and our due dates were two days apart. It was pretty awesome 
news! Everyone was happy and excited for us. We both went back to work and 
shared our news with our bosses and co-workers as well. 

 The Sunday before my twelve week appointment. I was having a really 
rough day. I felt awful and my mood wasn't much better. My husband had 
just expressed his frustration to me by saying, “you don't even act like you're 
pregnant.” I was hurt and angry, and he was right if we were comparing it to 
my last pregnancy. Fighting back tears, I got up to use the restroom. The next 
thing I remember is coming out of the bathroom to tell him, “there's blood.” 
We had an immediate sense of urgency, dread, guilt, and worry. He had me lie 
down and we called the on-call number for our OB/GYN. We were told how 
common spotting is during pregnancy and to try to relax. I could come in for 
an ultrasound the next morning. I seriously don't think we slept that night. 

 I remember walking into the doctor's office feeling like I was in a 
fog. I tried to be lighthearted with the ultrasound tech as she worked to get 
measurements but I couldn't stop my voice or my body from shaking. I knew 
it wasn't good when she told us that she needed to do a vaginal ultrasound 
because the Doppler wasn't picking up a heartbeat but I quickly agreed and 
prayed with my whole body that our baby was just in the wrong position. Then 
the wind was knocked out of us when she said, “I'm sorry...there is no heartbeat, 
and your baby is only measuring at 8 weeks.” I honestly don't remember how I 
got up and walked out of there. I was crying so hard that I couldn't see straight 
or breathe. My husband kept hugging me and saying he was sorry. 

 A doctor came in and told us how common miscarriage is and what I 
was experiencing was called, a “missed miscarriage,” which means that my body 
continued on with my pregnancy for 4 weeks before it recognized that our baby 
was no longer alive. I couldn't believe what I was hearing! I had been walking 
around thinking that I was pregnant and telling people that I was pregnant and 
our baby's heart had already stopped beating??!! I didn't understand and along 
with the bazillion other emotions I was feeling, I felt morbid. I asked the Doctor 
what needed to happen next and he spoke about letting things happen naturally 
or scheduling a DNC. He said we didn't need to make a decision right away and 
that it was okay to call back in a day or so. We left with heavy hearts and feeling 
lost.

 We began sharing our devastating news and received lots of well 
meaning, “at least you have Elise, it was God's plan, 12 weeks isn't that far along, 
I know EXACTLY how you're feeling, etc...”. It didn't help at all to hear these 
things, it fact it stung, badly. I was so much more grateful for those who shared 
a silent hug, held my hand, just said they were sorry, or cried with me. I learned 
very quickly of the type of support I would offer others moving forward.  At 
home, I felt like a robot and just wanted to sleep. I spent time with Elise and 
tried to rest. I was exhausted but my mind was all over the place. I wanted to 
learn all that I could about miscarriage and how it was my fault that it was 
happening. I needed answers.   ›

MISCARRIAGE 
STATISTICS

• Definition: A 
pregnancy that ends on 
its own within the first 
20 weeks of gestation

• Most common type of 
pregnancy loss

• 10-25% of pregnancies 
end in miscarriage

• Most common 
cause of miscarriage 
is chromosomal 
abnormality

• Women who’ve had a 
previous miscarriage 
have a 25% of having 
another

• Increase in maternal 
age affects chances of 
miscarriage
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 I felt so naive and dumbfounded reading about all of 
the different types of miscarriage, and pregnancy loss. I don't 
know how it was possible but my heart broke even more as 
I read the stories of loss and heartache. I found forum after 
forum and I couldn't stop reading. I wanted to validate these 
parents and their babies and share in their grief. I was now 
a new member of a 'secret community' that I didn't want to 
join. I kept trying to minimize our loss because others had 
experienced multiple loss or had been further along in their 
pregnancies. I kept trying to talk to God. I wanted to pray, 
but  forgot how. I just kept asking Him to help me. 

 I don't remember falling asleep but I woke up in a 
lot of pain and knew that I needed to get into the bathroom 
immediately. It all happened so quickly and I felt like a child 
and didn't know what to do. There was so much blood and 
I couldn't stop shaking. I just sat on the toilet and cried 
and cried. Jim did his best to console me. I felt like a crazed 
person staring into the toilet wondering if our baby was in 
there. I started freaking out about not flushing the toilet 
and how I would get our baby out! When my mother heard 
how distressed I was, she grabbed a pair of latex gloves, a 
container, a small strainer and reacted without hesitation. 
A mama bear's instinct and unconditional love for her 
child and grandchild in action. There is no handbook for 
experiences like these so we just did the best we could. 
We blessed our angel baby with holy water and said our 
goodbyes. I found an excerpt that reminded me of my faith 
and read it out loud:

 "You see, the child lives. Instead of the wind he 
hears the sound of angels singing before My throne. Instead 
of the beauty that passes he sees everlasting Beauty – he sees 
My face. He was created and lived a short time so that the 
image of his parents imprinted on his face may stand before 
Me as their personal intercessor. He knows secrets of heaven 
unknown to men on earth. He laughs with a special joy that 
only the innocent possess. My ways are not the ways of man. 
I create for My Kingdom and each creature fills a place in 
that Kingdom that could not be filled by another. He was 
created for My joy and his parents’ merits. He has never seen 
pain or sin. He has never felt hunger or pain. I breathed a 
soul into a seed, made it grow and called it forth.” 

 The coming days were somewhat of a blur. Jim was 
back to work and I was still bleeding, crying, and sleeping 
a lot. I went in for a check up a couple weeks later and was 
told that I still needed to pass a centimeter of tissue or I 
could end up with an infection. In hopes of avoiding a DNC, 
I was prescribed a medicine that would cause me to have 
contractions and bleed again. It was excruciating. I felt so 
numb. Once I was done with the medication, I went in for 
an ultrasound to make sure it had worked. I told Jim that I 
just couldn't wait for this to be over. The ultrasound showed 
that the medication had done it's job. But instead of feeling 
the relief that I thought I'd have, I was devastated that there 

was no longer any physical trace of our baby. I sat and cried 
in the parking lot for almost 20 minutes before I could drive 
home. I couldn't believe how truly empty I felt.

 When I returned to work, I was able to function 
with much help from my closest friends. At home weeks 
had gone by and it wasn't getting any easier to cope. I felt 
alone, critical of myself, critical with how Jim was coping, 
terribly afraid that something bad was going to happen to 
Elise, not wanting to leave the house, not wanting to be in 
our bathroom; just broken. I couldn't understand being 
together for 11 years and not being able to connect with my 
husband like before. He asked me to go speak to a Priest with 
him. I didn't want to go at all but I went. I walked into our 
meeting with such an attitude. I was pretty much quiet the 
whole time and then I looked up and said, “ I just have one 
question. When does the Church expect me to be pregnant 
again?!!” The Priest looked me in the eye and kindly said, 
“you don't let me or anyone else tell you when that time 
is...” It was just what I needed to hear in that moment and it 
gave me a glimmer of hope. It was still hard for me to pray 
for myself but I kept trying. I realized that I needed some 
grief counseling both individually and with my husband. 
He agreed and for eight weeks we met with a therapist who 
among other things, specialized in perinatal grief and loss. 
I was starting to feel safer and starting to believe that things 
really were going to be okay.   ›
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 Four months after our loss, we were pregnant again. 
This time around, I tried to remain grateful and calm. I had 
learned the hard way last time and wasn't going to go down 
that road again. We went in for an early ultrasound around 
6 weeks. This time we saw our sweet baby and heard his/her 
heartbeat. It was music to our ears! Once you see and hear 
the heartbeat, chances of a miscarriage reduce greatly. We 
were cautiously relieved and this time we only told a handful 
of people we were expecting again. I did my best to soak 
in every moment of being pregnant and not be fearful. We 
were asked to come back two weeks later to make sure things 
were progressing nicely. We couldn't wait to see and hear our 
baby again. 

 Except we wouldn't. The ultrasound tech quickly 
turned off the monitor and apologetically told us (again), 
“I'm sorry...there is no heartbeat, and your baby is measuring 
a week smaller than it should be.”  I laid there with my hands 
covering my face and remember feeling like my tears were 
burning my skin. I just kept shaking my head and saying, 
NO! I wanted to leave but the nurse really wanted me 
to speak with a Doctor before leaving. I guess maybe she 
thought it would help. We were again told how common 
“this” is and until a woman has 3 miscarriages there's 
probably nothing to worry about in regards to conceiving 
and having healthy pregnancy. I don't remember the rest of 
the conversation because all I kept thinking was, it's nine 
days before Christmas and here we are again. How are we 
going to get through this again? I decided to go home and 

wait for things to happen naturally, not knowing how long 
my body would take this time. I hated that it was Christmas 
time but was grateful to be off work through the end of the 
year. I didn't leave the house much but I made my husband 
promise to still do our family traditions with Elise even if I 
wasn't with them. It was so hard.

 Two weeks went by before I  miscarried at home 
again. This time I knew what to expect and handled myself 
differently than the last time. I cried but this time I was 
more angry. I no longer trusted my body and if this is how 
I was going to be repaid for trusting Jesus, then I was pretty 
sure I knew where that left me. I was completely broken. 
We decided to take our baby’s remains for some testing. It 
was a tough decision but we just wanted to know what we 
were possibly looking at moving forward. We waited two 
agonizing days and were told that it wasn’t anything genetic 
that caused the miscarriage. Our baby was given back to us 
in a beautiful hand painted box. I didn’t expect that and it 
was one of the nicest things that anyone had done for us 
during this time. I never expected that we’d be “here” again 
and there were things that I handled better and things that 
I handled worse this time around. We still got the well-
meaning, “...at least you can have a child, maybe you’re only 
supposed to have one...” and it still hurt and pissed me off. 
I was still deathly afraid of Elise getting hurt or me ruining 
her because of how I was handling myself. 

 My faith was tested in ways I never imagined and I 
wasn’t proud of the way I dealt with it. I was finally able to talk 
with God and I let him know that if this was my cross to bear 
that I’d gladly do it...I just wanted to help someone else not 
feel alone or crazy! I told my husband that I needed a year to 
just be a wife and mother, to renew and strengthen my faith, 
and to be good to my body again. Our family and friends 
rallied around us again and loved us without judgment. 
Those who had survived loss like ours, reassured us and let 
us know that they understood. As much as I hated joining 
the “1 in 4” community, I am so grateful for all the love, 
support, guidance, prayers, silence, and acknowledgment of 
all of our babies. I have a beautiful statue of a baby sleeping 
in angel wings in our flower bed and we plant new flowers 
every Spring in their honor. I also wear an angel ring so I 
have something in their memory close to me daily. 

 I’m thankful Elise was too young to understand 
exactly what was happening. I did let her see me cry and 
she knew that Mommy was sad and didn’t feel well. I tried 
very hard to protect her from the darkness that I was 
experiencing, knowing that at one time, she was the reason 
the light inside me stayed alive. We are also beyond humbled 
and grateful that she became a big sister when we welcomed 
our son James Jr., nine days after her third birthday!   &
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